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Candidates visit the campus
Nunn gives 3-step
plan for drug abuse

Walter "Dee" Huddleeton an•wera questions

Huddleston opposes
guaranteed wages
Dee Huddleston. Democratic
~:an d id a t.e for United Slates
Sen ator, was in M urray
Tuesday for "Foeus", a 1'.V.
presentation on WKMS.
Matn t.opin; of discussion put
before Senator Huddleston in·
eluded welfare, dr ugs, the draft
system , ecology, a nd tnxcs..
_ H ud d leston said t.hnt he h as
.strong reservat ions ngninat U\c
proposed gunranteild onnuol
wntcs boonuse one can't expect
a n improv11rs ed £amity to
bccornc economic geniua('.s
ovemight. Ho was also un·
certain about wh.st ·l·ould be the
correct n mount of mone)' to
give 8 farnily of four.

Cout·erning Lh(1 legilizntion of
mat ljutltll:l., Hudcllo11tnu sn it'l
thrtt lle wns nut. in fnvur nf l h n t
action nt l his limo. Ho snicl Lhat
mnrijuunu can loud to heroin
and other 11trong tlrul:\&; H e also
soid t hat a stron~: 11ttnrnpt
shou ld be made. Willi uUter
countries to try and stop drug

traffic.

V. •>rk toward an end of the
draft." is another issue that
H u ddl eston
mention e d
Tut!!~d ll)'. He a lso said that a mnesty is u nfair to the war
veterans and those who will
carry their battle scars through
the rest of their lives.
" Kenhtcky bas the best strip
mining Jawa .a nywhere", said
Huddleston in commenting on
ecology. Th(: Democratic candidate said that in the first 10
months of the present ad·
minlatration of Qovernor Ford
more fines had been levied
against strip mining law
violators than in the four years
of the administration of forrner
Gov. Louie Nunn.
Huddleston
sa ld
that
everyone should pay hia fa ir

share of tue11. He alt~o told
how be helped iake lhc tax off
of fa rm machinery, prescript ions., and food. ''T.nking the
tax off of food has already
a aV"e d
Ken t u ckians ov«Jr
$ 20,000" . Huddleston an·
nounced.
" I am a typical Kentucky
Democrat just as yo\1 nrc. If I
a m e lected nut Tll~sday, J will
be obligated t o no one hut you
Kentuckians.'' s n id Wa lter
"Dee" Huddleston, DcmtiC11ltic
nominee for the u.s senate, in
a political rally held in the
Callowa v Countv Courthouse
Monday- night. •

Pa8•

B.

TM [im duo.pimuJ r«itlJI held
by Marit Taylor 4lld Tlw1T141
Baur, of tM mu.ic faculty, i.t HI
for Sunday.
Pfs8t! 9.

Nunn supported an aJl.
volunlL>er army. nut on the
legali1.ation of marijuana, he
said :
''First, I would punish those
who sell dn1gs and marljuana.
Second, treat ·t he vielims of
drug abuse. And third, go Lo

the source and cut off the supply."
H~ cited the Kentucky law,
passed
during his
administration, that sets the
penality for aelling at five years
in prison and a $5,000 fine.
Ziegler a.sked Nunn about the
" coattail effect'' of Nurm's candi!lacy along with th~ strong in·
fiuence of President Nixon' s
campajgtl
Nunn said he didn' t mind
riding in '1 on I he ('tlllttaila of as
gr.e at n man a11 ' President
Nixon." He conlrlt1:1led his t:un·
didacy with that of Walt.cr
"Dee" Huddleston, h is op ·
ponent, who doos not " have
much of a place lO rest" ctm·
cemin~; McGovern.
Nunn referred to President
Nixon•s s ix trips to Kentucky
during the past five yean~.

VOTE!
"If ·a candidate is not good
enough t.o come to Kentucky,
he i!:l not good enough to be
Preaidcnt," Nuon charged in
reference to the lack of a campaign appearance in the state
by senator George McGovern.

Nunn opposes a guaranteed
annual income although be
feels that 80me eitizerm, the
elderly and those physically
and mentally handicapped,
should receive some govern·

assiat.ance.

trltil)t

Aftcr t h<1 television program,
visited
the
Ad ·
min istrat iun Buildlng, SUB,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
and then campaigned in downtown Murray. He was on a
helicopter tour of Western Ken·
Nunn

tu~.

H uddleston spoke at the
r ally along wi th o t h e r
prormnen:r
Kent uckv
Democrats before n capacity
crowd of about 200 citizens in·
eluding many MSU students.
T h e meeting wru; scheduled
to t,egin at 8 p.m . but was
delayed 50 minutes bccauso
rain postponed the llTTivnl of
Huddleston's plane.
Huddlelrton, the Kenturky
Senate majonly leader, en·
couraged \'oters to s upport him
in this last week of his seven
month campaign: '' With my
legislative training, I can make
you a good U.S . Senator. I am
the only candidate with such
experience.' '

Prior to Huddleaton' s speech,
Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefie.Jd, of the Firat
District. welcomed the guests.
He also encouraged them to
vote. for liuddleston becau8(: he
"would like a fellow Democrat.
in the Senate t.o work with."
In addition to the Hud·
dleston and Stubblefield ap·
pearancea, local governmental
officials were present.

Imide the News
An ort 1tudtnt dams h•r uray to a
{im prlu of $50. It .. Pat Jtaloraey '•
~torv~aroo quilt.
~ 7.
A atu.d•nl from O.Many wun
1M United Sto.t••· and U.Ciu.dn
ltiiUT'tJ)' Stau ora /aU ittntrory.

Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
made a campaign atop in
Murray Wedne11day, visited
with University students and
appeared on the campus TV
station's program "Forum."
Nunn was inverviewed on the
program by threo MSU
students: Steve Ziegler, Cathy
Ho••ekamp and Vickie Campbell.
'l'he question-answer fonna.t
promoted Nunn to elaborate on
some· of' bts plans 1r hP. iR elected to the U.S. Senale !$eat from
Kentucky, now held by John
Sherman Cooper.

Election 1972

Howard N~tll, of the rronomicll

spou

dltpQI'fmvll,
at the UCM Jun .
cheorL- in de/tNit of Pn•ident
Ni.xon'l eco110mic policy. Prwt 10.

News .. _ .................-2,8,12-14
E d itorial.-...- .....................4,6
Feature~ .......... " ....................&-8
Campus Life.......................t -11

S_por t e - -.
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t-boto by Wilson Woolley
Louie Nunn relaxea with a game of pool while Eddie Shields and Linda Trione look on

Committee project

Students to be polled on dorm visits
Curtis said tho visitation
By GARY REAS
project will probably be a long
Students living in dor- one and that immcdinte results
mitories can ex~ct a question- will not be forthcoming. The
naire concerning their views un questionnaires themselves will
visitation policieA.
J>Tesent a problem simply
This queationnaire is the first because of the number of them
major step by a visitation com- to be compiled.
mittee set up by the Student
Although administration and
Government. Patricia Alvey, Student Government members
WSGA repnlSentative to the concerned with the project see
student. council, ia the chair· little hope for a change in the
man of the committee.
near future. the Board is exStudent
Government pected to approve a policy of
president. Dave Curtis aaya the more frequent open houaea at
questionnaire is necessary to its meeting Nov. 11.
aubetantiate the position that
U the policy for open houses
moat atudenta favor some form is approved, it will provide for
of visitation in the dormitories.
a maximum of eight open
Curtis explained that any houses in each dorm per year,
claim to the administration
with no more thAn five during
and the Board of Regents on
the subject ntuat .be backed by one aemeat.er.
1lbe ~~ on •hether or
... /.WuNe.

not tu partioipnt.e will be Left to
tbe individual dortnitories.
Open houses will nQt be
mandatory and toe dormitory
muat take care of artangementa
and cuatodial servioes.
The plan providea for the
open houses to be held on
Saturday or Sunday afternoon
for a period of about four
hours. Each gueat. to the dorm
mutt be algned into the dorm
by biB or her hoet and escorted
by the hoat from the dormitory

office.
Norman 0 . Lane, dean of
Student affairs, aaya be will
make the pr~al to the Broad
at ita next meeting.
Coatlnued -

,..,. I
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Calendar of events

'rODAY
A variety dance, sponsored by the International Student club
will be held tonight from 8 to 12 at the UCM. Refreshments
will be served; the cost 1s 25 cents.

Nov. 3, lt7J

I

SATURDAY NOV. 4
MSU football, Racers vs. Austin Peav, 1:30 p.m. at
Clarksville.
·
Cross Country, OVC meet at Eastern Kentucky University,
11 a.m.
FSEE (Federal Service Entrance Exam) will be given in the
SUB at 8:30 a .m.
Nowhere Coffee House entertainment from 8 to 12 p.m. at the
UCM. Admission is 50 cents.
TUESDAY, NOV. 7
Election Day, Vote for the candidates of your choice.
Geography Fraternity, (Gamma Theta Upsilon) meeting in
Wrather Hall, room 1 at 7:30 p.m.
Lambda Alpha Epsilon fraternity of criminology majors will
meet at 4 p.m. in room 501, Faculty Hall.
'
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 8
Student Government meeting, 6 p.m. SUB, meeting rooms 3
and 4.
Vets Club meeting at 7 p.m. in the clubroom.
THURSDAY, NOV. 9
French Club meeting at 7:00 p.m., room 105, Faculty Hall,
for a game night.
SATURDAY,NOV.4
A Democratic motorcade sponsored by the Youth for
McGovern, Shriver and Huddleston will be held at 1:30 p.m.
beginning from the Democratic headquarters on Chestnut St.
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll will be there prior to the motorcade for
an informal tea. Anyone may attend.

Special campaign program
to be aired on WKMS-FM
On Sunday and Tuesday at 6
p.m. WKMS.FM, the voice of
MSU at 91.3 on the FM dial,
will broadcast "Every Four
Yeara," a one-hour National
Public Radio special following
campaign songs and speeches
from the earliest available
recordings to the current
Presidential race.
Producer Gerald Selinger
narrates the program, tying the
issues and personalities of the
campaigns together. Program
highlights include a recording
from station KDKA of the 1920
election returns and political
comments by Will Rogers,
Amos and Andy, and Doodles
Weaver.
The program traces political
alotana. oratory, humor and
songs from the pre-1920's era
to the 1972 campaign. Covering
every Presidential race for the
last 50 yeara, the special will
include speeches by Teddy

Roosevelt, William Jennings
Bryan, William .Howard Taft,
Woodrow Wilson, Warren Harding, Herbert Hoover, AI
Smith, Franklin D. Rooeevelt
("The only thing we have to
fear is fear iteelr' ), Alf Landon,
Harry Truman, Thomas
Dewey, Dwight D. Eisenhower
("I shall go to Korea"), Adlai
Stevenson, Richard Nixon,
John F. Kennedy, Barry Goldwater, and Hubert Humphrey.
Songs in the program include: "Keep Cool and Keep
Coolidge," "He's Our Al,"
"Mr. Hoover and Mr. Smith,"
"Row, Row, Row with
Roosevelt," "Tell Me Why You
Like Roosevelt," "Where
There's a Wilkie There's A
Way," "Eiaenhowever Man of
the Hour," "Everybody Wants
to Back Jack," "Hello Lyndon., and "Wh ich Way
America."

MSU STUDENTS, faculty and personnel,
shown in the picture above, are patronizing
the new T-room facilities during it's first

After renovations in SUB

T -room snack bar reopens
The Thoroughbred Snack
Bar opened for business Monday morning and drew a
"tremendous response," according to Joe Oyer, food service coordinator at MSU.
The newly remodeled T-room
is the outcome of months of
planning by the adminiStration
and the food service staff. Concern that the SUB did not
really lend iteelf to a nice
gathering place for students
promoted the renovations.
The new T-room t, part of
the general remodeling which
began last summer. The former
quarters occupied by the snack
bar were encompassed into a
larger bookstore. The T-room
was moved downstairs and ex·
panded where the SUB
cafeteria used to be.
"The new snack bar is a part
of a long-range plan for expension concerning the food
service program for the Univer-

sity," says Oyer.
In the renovation of the old
cafeteria an effort was made to
utilize the existing building and
equipment as well as possible,
Oyer said. Snack bars at other
colleges and universities were
visited to obtain new and dif·
ferent ideas concerning the
.a rrangement and operations.
Other consultants and interior
decorators were consulted in
planning the new facility.
The food line is almost completely self-service. The menu is
basically the same as the old
snack bar's but with added hot
food service choices available.
Oyer cited a possibility of ad·
ditional hot foods on the menu.
since the equipment is there.
The menu, he states, will
remain flexible to eerve the
needs and demands of the
students.
"The new snack bar is
operated for the students,"

says Oyer. "The prices on food
are lower compared to any
other place in ·town," he continued.
Coupon
booklets
are
available for use at both the
Thoroughbred Snack Bar and
Hart Ha ll Snack Bar. At a cost
of $15.75, the book of coupons
has a monentary value of
$16.20.
This is the first time such a
coupon plan has been offered,
according to Oyer, who feels
that the program will probably
grow as more students learn
about it. Besides the savings in
money the coupons offer, the
plan can help students in
budgeting and provide advance
payment of lunches and meals.
The sna ck bar will be open
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Frid ay, a nd from 7
a.m. until noon Saturday, ac·
cording to Mrs. Verna Lax,
manager of the Snack Bar.

'Notations" needs contributions;
co-sponsors express feelings
"Either people don't know
about it, they don't care, or
they
no
longer
write
creatively," said Dr. Cbarlea H.
Daughaday. He was referring

Federal pant aworded MSU

Social work program grows
A grant of $107,126.58 bas
been awarded for continuation
support of the two-year-old
social work program at MSU.
Funded by 75 per cent
federal money and 25 per cent
University money, the grant
will provide support for undergraduate social work
education and training to
prepare students for entry level
positions in social services and
graduate training in social
work.

week of operation. The snack bar, located in
the basement of the SUB opened for business
Monday morning.

The grant is a renewal of total amount will be used
awards made for the past two during the current academic
years, with the grant amount year for the traineeships. He
increasing as the program bas called the allotment for
grown in size. Grants for the traineeships "a feature of the
first two years totaled $26,763 new grant that makes it a
and 152,052.
significant one."
Dr. John H. Watson, chair·
man of the department of
He pointed out that 26 junior
sociology and anthropolegy,
or senior social work majors
noted that the social work are receiving th ese traineeships
program within his department this year, Q ualifying students
has grown from one faculty may receive stipends of $800
member and 30 student majors per semester through the
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, at its beginning in the fall of traineeships to assist in
dean of the School of Ate and 1970 to four faculty members meeting educational costs.
Sciences at Murray State, said and about 175 majors this fall.
Besides ciassroom exposure,
the federal share of the grantGrant. funds will be used,
$80,346.43
. •was
made Watson added, for faculty and students in the 30-hour social
available by Social and secretarial salaries, library work major at Murray State
Rehabilitation Services in the holdings, operational expenses carry actual cases, working
directly with persons who have
U. S. Department of Health, and student. traineeships.
social problems while funcEducation
and
Welfare
l through the Kentucky Depart- Wallace Baggett, director of tioning as. regular staff mem~t!'ftM)f Ecooomic Security.
SN!fal'York;"ftnt$4tr,~f ~-· ttl ~

to the lack of interest in the
publication, Notations. [t is a
collection of poems, eaaaya,
abort ltories, and art work by
faculty and students.

Dr. Kent Forrester stated
that the small amount of copy
could be due to the discontinuance of the creative writing
class. Both Dr. Daughaday and

Dr. Forrester, co-sponsors of
the magazine, expressed
feelings of discouragement It is
also sponsored
by the
Humanities forum.
Notations had it's origin with
Dr. Daughaday two years ago.
There was one publication per
semester the first year and one
last year.

The magazine is supported
through simple donations, pur~
chase8 of the magazine, with
the funds reverting to the continuing publication; and new
charter membership at $5 per
person. A donation of time is
also needed to distribute and
sell the magazines.
Deadline for work to be submitted is Dec. 1. An ample
amount of copy is needed for
this publication if Notations is
to be published another year,
the magazine sponsors com·
men ted.
Dr. Daughaday remarked,
"There is an awful lot of
fragmentation. Everyone seems
to stay in their own cubicle."

Bonne Bell

Have a Good

HOLLAND DRUGS

Weekend

~

,....

Dorm Visitations.••
Continued from pate 1

CINDI ALEXANDER, right, a senior elementary education major from Murray, is the first
recipient of the Drs. G. T. and Frances Ross
Hicks Scholarship at MSU. The late G. T.
Hicks was chairman of the department of
education from 1936 until 1946. She was
presented with the scholarship in her home by
Dr· Frances R0811 Hicks, Milledgeville, Ga.,

Photo by Wileon Woolley
second from the right. Others shown, left to
right, are Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, an assistant
profeuor in the elementary education department, Mrs. Alexander . Dr. Re:a: Alexander,
and Misls Ru bie Smith, chairman of the
department and chairman of the scholarship
awards committee.

No". checla 111ill otTeroge 1450

GI Bill benefits increased
Veteran~

receiving G I Bill
benefits at Murray State and
acroa the nation will receive
checks averaging nearly $450
during November according to
the Administrator of Veterans
Affairs, Donald E. Johnson.
Johnson, in charge of
national veteran'• affairs, eaya
the increase is due to
educational assistance allowances approved by the President

'

.

on Oct. 24. eaid that Veteran~'
Administra tion peraonnel are
makins every effort to complete
the necell8ry chansea to get the
cbecb out near the fint of the
month.
The new law permits the
monthly paymenta to be mailed
in advance rather than at the
end of the month. The November checb will include both the
November advance and the October payment which wu due

at the end of the month UDder
the old syatem.
The new law increases
benefits to $220 per month for
a single student. Those with
one dependent will get $261.
Thoee with two dependents will
aet $298 and $18 a month;
more will be paid for each
dependet in ezCBM of two.
1"- iac:reuee are retl'oac:tive
to Sept I and will be included
in the Novembereheck.

For the first time 10 twentyfive years Murray's annual
Debate DWcuuioa Workshop
will be UDder the l*blic e)lla.
'nw final rounch iD a high
acbool deMte, heW • the MSU
camp~~e Jut weekeoel, as weU
the preee.W., ol the awarch

high (Paris, Tenn.), Murray
High, Union County Trio
C...nty, aod Henry County.
Mr. Ray Carter wu ~~Uper·
visor for the eventa, but he wu
aaaiatetl by maay MSU

Scheduk
. qf final emms

Tbe schedule lor final uaminations hu been released 10
that atudenta, eapeciaUy tboee from out of state, can make their
plans in adva nce.
PINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
J'all Seaee&er 1171
8ch e4ale for Dq
1:00
10:18
1:30

3:10 MWf ca.t :IOMWPca.11:30-1:30,.,. . . _

Betmday, o..:..loor II

8:00
10:10
1:30

10:30 MWJI' ca.11:18 loiWP•..._

,....,.~··

Rudenta. Sandy Rocers, Debra
Addinlton, and Joyce Payne
were in eharp ol uaipliaJ
rG01118, wiWe Keith Ru.ell,
Kathy Stubblef~eld, aDd Ste•e
nu..u b,t the tabulation&.

CJ.....

.......,. o.-ller 16

.....,,~II

Debate discussion workshop
to receive television coverage

structed more like apartments
are better suited to visitation
than the long narrow corridor
construction found in all our
dorms.''
John Yates, dean of men,
worked with the Men's InterDormitory Council (MIDC) on
a similar proposal last year.
Dean Yates said the main obstacle to a visitation program is
public opinion.
"Most people think of only
the negative aspects when you
say visitation because the term
has received a bad connotation," he said. "It is this
attitude that must be overcome
before such a program can be
successful.''
Dean Lane agreed with this
view, stressing the role of the
state legislature in the making
of the policy at the statesupported
schools.
The
legislature administers the funding of the schools and does
not look favorable on an institution with policiea contrary
to state public opinion.

Dean Lane was also remindful that at the time the Board
approved a no-hourR dormitory
for women, it also resolved that
it would not be open to recommendations
concerning
visitation. He also said no
regional universities in the
state have any form of
visitation other than open
houses.
He said that of the state
schools, only the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville have visitation
programs. The UK program is
restricted to a graduate dor·
mitory, The program at U of L
is less restrictive, but Dean
Lane added that many circumstances are different at
Louisville than other state
schools.
Another factor which Dean
Lane says is involved is the
construction of the existing dormitory facilities.
"Experience in other states
has shown that dorms con-

W..ta..l.)', o-.t.r 20

3~ :tiiTTH~

1:00

.....
.,.

1:10...., . . _

I :at

7:30-I:JI '1'111 d - .
7:atMWrol-.

10:30

1:10 MWrca.IJ:IO MWrca.-

t :te

,,so.a:to TTH eta....

I :tO
10:.
1:10

t:30-J1 :20 TTH ca.-

1:30...., . . . _

• :aOJIIWpda...a

8eiMNiale fer Ev..U.C ...t ~ Cl .....

wu ftlme«< in color, accord.int

to Ray Carter, diredor ol the

eveRt. Mr. Carier ..w.d Ulat
this color film was acceptable
for use on a ll commercial
lltationa. Mel that the film
would be ahown on Murray's
CbaDDel 11 and s--ibly both Paduca h commercial
stations.
The worbhop held here
Saturday wu dominated by
local hip ac:ftools. Calloway
county's vanity debate team of
Jollnny Riley a nd Quentin fannin took flJ'St place after a lon1
confrontation with Paducah
Tilghman's Chuck Pritchett
and William Russel who
walked away with second place
honors.
Some one hundred fitt:Hn
students from ten high schools
in Kentucky and Tennessee
participated in the event. Participating schools were:
Calloway County, Paducah
Tilghman, Atherton High
(Louisville), Farmington High,
Christian County, Grove Jr.

....la..._willll...._,,..........., ..
.......................... a.....
•

MSU' a telev&.ioa mtiH
which bepa color broMc:M&
Oct 18 fro. ita Audio located
• the abth floor ol tM Price
Doyle FiDe Alta Builctinc U.
aired eeveral comiiUJnity ud
C811lp18 eventa durin1 the lMt
two weeks.
The ltation feect. the campua
closed-circuit and daily
procramint can be reached
throUJh Channel 11, Murray
and Channel 4, Mayfield.
Danny Roberta, technical
director, stated that the
programming is being orientated more to the community.
Programs that have been aired
include: "Men of Note",
"Women's Club Haunted
Houae", an interview with Hal

Jtiddle, Cl09Wap of the hiP
ICboeJ ....... ucl the lliRary
Syapoaiua. Loc:al newa i.
preeented da ily; the atatioa
broadcuta each day from 8:30
until 8:30.
The atatioa will
taped coverage
MSU basketball
althoutla they will
broadcut in color.

provide
of the
games,
not be

The new color studio ia
equipped with profeasional
RCA facilities. Included are 2
cameru, switcher controls, and
video tape recording equipment.
The station is manned by the
video production claaa 269 and
television d\recting class M 7,
under faculty supervision.

Support the Racers

at Au_stin Peay

'

dMoporWar.._~...W~

' i1 J_ .. .,....,. • .._.._......_...,.._..,.... .. . - . . e

~.:::--

..

h==el

Jl.· ~ ..... ,..,....... will ...... -.......,,

DEMOCRACY
A form . of government in
which political power resides
in all the people and is exercised by them directly or
given to elected represent&tives
wit h each citizen sharing
equally in political privilege ·
land duty, and with his right
to do so protected by free
elections and other guarantees.
Make your voiee heard

VOTE

November 7th

Murray SUite Newa
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EDITORIALS

Seniors should have a voice
in plans for graduation events
Eve ry year, Murray State' s
seniors are honored by teas and
receptions as well as going through
baccalaureate and commencement
exercises as graduation draws near.
The seniors, who have spent four
(possibly more) years of time,
money, and tears getting a college
education, should be honored.
Hopefully, education gives them a
better voice in getting a job and
possibly enhances their ability to express themselves in a democratic
society.
Yet seniors have no voice in the
planning of activities and events
which will officially end their stay at
the University as an undergraduate
student. According to the Registrar's
Office, the Administrati~n plans all
the graduation activities and events.
Perhaps an opinion poll, drawn
up by the officers of the senior class
and administration officials, could
be administered to all seniors (to be
distributed and polled during
classroom sessions). The poll could
measure senior attitudes and
opinions about types of activities
they want to be held, as well as the

dates of the activities and of
graduation. The results could be
tabulated by the senior class officers and administration officials.
With the approval of the Administration. perhaps some of the
seniors' suggestions may become a
part of the graduation tradition.
With- the seniors planning or
helping to plan graduation activities, possibly more seniors would ,
be willing to participate. it would
1 help to make graduation a more
memorable and rewarding experience.
Possibly, planning by seniors
could also help to avoid such conflicts as the May 1973 date of
graduation falling on the same day
as our sta~'s world-famous "Kentucky Derby'' .
ln many respects senior participation in planning would be
helpful. It could improve participation in graduation activities,
serve as a better graduation tribute
to many seniors, and let the seniors
have a "final say'' about their four
years of education.

Pre-registration is recommended
due to its time-saving convenience
With all the problems of the first
week of a semester all a student
needs is registration to top things
off. It is such a joy to wait in line for
a half hour only to learn that the
section needed is closed. As he looks
over his "perfect'' schedule, the
panic-stricken student learns that
his fears of rearranging all his courses has become a reality.
Although in our society it is
stressed to maintain composure over
our emotions at all times, it only
takes fifteen minutes of registration
to make a student forget this rule of
society. His emotional maturity is
just shot. Hysteria sets in. It is not
unusual to find hundred of students
in the same corner ripping up their
packets. Most of these, obviously,
are first semester freshmen.
Students want pre-registration
mainly for the convenience it
provides. They do not have to worry
with the hassle of registration along
with moving into a dorm, meeting a
roommate, buying books, and setting
down to college life. Not only is preregistration convenient for
eliminating stress for students and
faculty, it also saves time.
The student: would not have to

spend his .first nights of a semester
preparing a schedule, alternate
schedule, and alternate schedule
which does not do any good after he
once gets into registration.
Upperclas.'!men in particular plan
schedules two or three semesters
ahead. It is really di~sting for a
senior to learn that the course he
needs to graduate is closed. By planning ahead, a student has some
foresight in what he needs for the
following semesters. Pre-registration
provides a means of giving the
student this foresight.
- In pre-registration, advisors have
already signed the schedule cards.
T his eliminates the dilemma which
creates so many cases of high-blood
pressure. Of course, in many cases
when a student desperately needs
him, and advisor cannot be found.
At best, the student may find that he
has gone home for the evening. At
worst, he has taken a sabbatical
leave.
•
Murray State University is
growing university, and as the times
change, so must the school's policies.
Pre-registration is needed on this
campus. Now is the time to plan for
future MSU registrations.

Thank you
A very sincere "Thank you'' goes
out to the Administration of the
University from the Murray State
News staff for our renovated quarters in Wilson Hall.
The beautiful surroundings and
marvelous cooling system contribute
greatly to the atmosphere of
willingness in the newsroom. We feel
that this improvement has resulted
in better preparation of the News for
·
campus distribution.
Thanks go to the University administration for approving and
financing th~ project and to the

maintenance'staff that did all of the
work. A special thanks goes to "the
chief', Dr. L. J. Hartin, for initiating
the project and for the encouragement he has given in
producing a better quality
newspaJl4!r.
Another very big vote of appreciation goes to the Board of
Regents who approved the project
and aided in every possible way in
the completion of the renovation.
Again; thanks for the efforts in improving our staff quarters. We do
appreciate it.

SAY ."GRASS'' l
10/.

Shield pictures are invaluable
to students for now anc{ later
It's that time of the year again!
Time to have your picture taken for
the 1973 Shield, the Murray State
University yearbook.
Many students in the past have
put this off until the last minute and
then not had it done at all thinking
that it is not important. It is though.
This book is yours, each and every
one of yours, through your payment
of fees at registration.
Normally no one fails to pick up
his or her copy of the Shield when it
is distributed in the spring, yet many
students shun taking the five
minutes out of the fall semester to
go and have their picture taken.
There is no cost involved for
having your picture taken. You have
the option to buy some if you wish or
just return ihe proofs and designate
which one you would like in the
yearbook.
This year, too, there is no
presigning up to have your picture
taken. If you feel that you are at
your best for the week, stop in and

get your picture taken. Many girls
and some guys always worried about
whether it would be raining the day
that they were to have their picture
taken. No one wants to look like a
"drowned rat'' in a permanent
book! Now, however the rain is no
excuse.
The Shield serves as an invaluable guide to Murray State
males and females alike. It is the
common guide to finding out what a
blind-date is going to look like
ahead of time.
In case you don't like what you
see you can always cancel the date
ahead of time.
Seriously though, the Shield is
paid for by each and every student
and it costs nothing to have your
picture in it. It is a well put together
book that looks very good on the
bookshelf. So take five minutes out
of the normal hustle-bustle of daily
campus life and go to the SUB, room
2, and have your picture made for
the 1973 Shield.
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I wonder, lonely in a crowd
thought
Of grief her face to me had brbUght.

changed;
Her countenance became a stare.
I did not think it was quite fair,
Her face became eo reaJTanged.

I wonder, lonely in a crowd,
About the Greek society,
When all at once I aaw a Greek,
I wondered if to me she'd speak
For rm a Greek myself, you see;
Although in another sorority.

At times when in my room I sit,
I think of situations paat,

Continuously she walked toward
me,
And winked at the "fraternities.,,
But when she got to me, she

She walked on by and did not smile,
Nor even took much note of me.
A person could not be but sad
In such unhappy company.
I gazed and gazed-and gave great

In which there seemed a chance to
have
A sisterhood for all the Greek;
But in my mind her stare I cut
And then I weep for all I seek.

Letters to the editor
Alpha Slpua Alpha
lloat oplalou

Put proven leaderahip in
Waabincton, elect Louie Nunn
over next U.S. Senator.

Dear editor,
Steven W. Hamridt
The siaten of Alpha Sigma
Alpha would like to concur and
IRlpport the concern expreued
by the Alpha Gamma Rho
fraternity regarding the handling of Homecoming floats.
We also feel that there was a
lack of appreciation by the
University to the organizations
that participated in the
festivities and a lack of responsibility shown by the campus
security officials when no
protection to floats was offered.
Not only were we concerned
about the destruction of our
float, but also about the safety
of the children on the float. Our
float, like any other float, was
not structured to support
playing children. If an accident
had occurred, the two
organizations, Alpha Sigma
Alpha and Alpha Gamma Rho
could have been Uable.
In regard to this and the
other factors, we would like to
eee definite changes in the handling of floats at the next
Murray State Homecoming.
CeJia Simmons
Vice-president,
Sigma Alpha

Alpha

Gives facta about Huddleston
Dear

e ditor.

In 1971, candidate Wendell
Ford campaigned over Ky.
telling the people he was a
"proven tax cutter''. Ha campaign chairman was walter
"Dee" Huddleston, who also
said he was a proven tax cutter.
What did theae proven cutten
do when they took office? They
raiaed taxes by 225 million
dollars.
Taxea were raised 29% on
gasoline; 35% on business tax;
45% on college tuition; 11% on
automobile tax. These were all
bills passed and sponsored by
Huddleston and Ford.
In 1968 when Governor
Louie Nunn took office, be
found a state debt of
$36,000,000.
The
1968
legislature controlled by the
Democrats voted to increase
the sales tax from 3% to 6% to
cover this deficit created by the
previous administration. When
Louie Nunn left: office in 1971
there was a surplus of $36
million dollars. Why did Huddleston and Ford increase
taxes?
On October 1st the sales tax
was removed from food. After
eight months of office Wendell
Ford and Dee Huddleston
finally lived up to one campaign promise-eight months
later.

EKU victory praiHd

Dear editor,
Tha a to our football team
to complement them on their
tremendous victory over
Eutem Kentucky. It was one
of the finest defenaive battles I
have seen in yean. MSU held
EKU to a mere field goal. The
game
was
Eastern's
Homecoming. As a result the
Eastern team, along with the
20,000 faJUI, was extremely up
for the game.
Our Racers were welcomed
onto the field by the traditional
twin single lines headed by our
faithful cheerleaders and fans.
There were around 150 to 200
happy MSU fana present. I
talked to several who had
driven from St. Louis, Chicago,
Nashville, and many students
who just drove up from Murray
for the game.
It was quite clear to see that
Murray's victory was truly a
team success. The defense was
outstanding and offense anple
enough for the sweet victory.
With a few more games like our
last two, and more fan support,
Murray could turn a slow start
into a powerful finish and a
winning and respectful record.
Let's back our team!!!
Just one last note on our
Homecoming. You would think
a school as large as MSU could
afford an American enaign with
fifty stars on
it for
Homecoming. The flag that was
flown was outdated in 1959
with the addition of Alaska,
our forty-ninth state.
William D. Huston
Faculty admoaished
Dear editor,
On Tuesday evening (October
24), I attended what I consider
to be one of the moet absorbing,
noteworthy and important
events to have taken place on
this campus during the ten
months I have been here. I
refer to the political debate
which oppoeed the Republican
and Democratic views on the
upcoming senatorial and
presidential election.
This commendable effort
represented the climax of the
expenditure of a considerable
amount of energy on the part of
a small number of concerned
and aware students and faculty
at MSU. Attendance was not
bad, I estimate that around 125

persona showed up, more than I
had expected.
One thing disturbs me
deeply, however, and that a the
fact that ao few members of the
faculty, the leaden of and
e:umplea for the 6000 plua
students at this institution, ap.
peared. There were probably no
more than ten faculty preeent,
other than the two faculty
debate-participants.
I attended elementary and
high school in Kentucky and
waa taught
that in a
Democracy it is paramount for
many people to be involved. I
have attended universities in
California and Canada and
have taught in Idaho and
Alberta.
In California, an Academic
Senate existed wherein a high
proportion of faculty paparticipa ted in events of concern to the University, the state
and the country. Faculty also
made it their busineu to participate in and to be present at,
a wide range of events. In other
words, they supported student
efforts and, as a result,
students had an unusual rap.
port with their academic
leaders. I found the same
situation in Idaho and in
Canada.
I am deeply disappointed by
the general apathy exhibited by
my campus colleagues, the
debate being only a single, very
important example. If concerned and aware people were
the ones in attendance, then I
must conclude that at least
95% ol the MSU faculty are
either unconcerned or wont
yet, unaware, and they do not '
deserve to be leaders. If they
are unaware, they do not
belong on a university faculty.
Apathy is the malignancy ol
Democrary. Fellow faculty, let
us not contribute to the decay
oC our world.
Jack D. Nance
Assistant Professor of
Anthropoloo

that President Nixon will be
re-elected. However, we aeem to
be alllicted by the ap-old
diseue of apathy aurroUDClint
the crucial senatorial race. Due
to thia unfortunate fact, I want
to mention some facta about
the candidatea. I say unfortunate becau.e I feel that if
MSU .tudenta knew the factual
iuu~ their choice would be
clear-cut.
Let's narrow Nunn's many
accomplishments to what he
hu done for the youth. A. a
member of the 1968 GOP
National Platform committee,
he was instrumental in having
a plank written approving the
18 year old vote. As governor,
be appointed students to air
pollution and water pollution
control commissions. These are
a few of the many things he did
for the youth.
Now let us look at his opponent, Mr. Huddleston. As a
state
senator,
"Dee"
maneuvered through the Ken·
tucky General Aaembly HB
335 which increased by 45 percent the college tuition costs
paid by YOU. The sad part
about this lies in the fact that
last fall "candidate" Ford aaid,
in the MSU Student Union
Building, that he would not
have college tuition increases,
but Gov. Ford and his campaign manager, Mr. Hud dleston, aided Ford's "TomFoolery", by guiding HB 335
through the General Aaembly.
Students wake up and don't
be victims of the hypocrisy
characterized by the Huddleston and Ford campaigns.
'l'hese people are not proven
tax-cutten", rather they are
"common deceivers". Vote for
a friend to all of us, Louie B.
Nunn.
Danny Patterson
Edhor'• No•:
TM . . , fiA Murny s... ..._
welcome• eny lettlrl, lrticMI.
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Commepte on candldatea
Dear editor,
I would like to express my
political feelings concernmg
next week's election. We have
heard much concerning the
presidential race and from
theBe reports, we can conclude
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Hall says to 'ad lib'

In case of lost moustache,
don't exit, just cover it up
By ANNETTE BORDERS
Special Writer

"If your nose falls off, keep
character. If your moustache
falls off, keep character. No
matter WHAT happens, you
must, above all, stay in character!"
Although such advice may
seem oddly irrelevant. jot it
down or memorize it. Take it
from Charlie Hall: it jusl may
t"Qme in handy someday!
Charlie, a senior drama
major, elaborates on two incidents which have occurred
while he was on stage. "Once in
a summer stock show a girl was
supposed to slap me. She did,
and off came my fake
mustache! Luckily, I had to
exit, so the audience didn' t
notice it very much.' '
"Last year," he continues.
"when my artificial nose fell off
during the touring production,
I can't remember exactly what
I did. I think I picked it up and
threw it at the other actor.
Anyway, let it suffice to aay
that an important art in
Uaeatre i8 hein1 able to cover
up IUCb Jai~Mps. YOU. have to
ad lib. Wben peopl• ask
becbtqe after the show, 'Hey,
wu that auppoeed to happen?"
you juat nonebalantly answer,
'Why of cou.ne! Sure!"
If hia name itself doesn't ring
a bell to theatre-&oers in the
Murray area, try identifying
Charlie Hall with the diversity

of roles be has had. One is certain to sound familiar. During
the past four years, be has portrayed Mr. . Allen in ''Dark
of the Moon", Arnold Enterprise in "Crawling Arnold",
the Soldier in "Summer Tree",
and the Rev. John Hale in
"The Crucible."
The roles of Mook ie in "Dirty
Work at the Crossroads" ,
Smirnoff in "The Boor", the
doubles Hugo and Frederick in
''Ring Around the Moon", the
Draper in "1'he Furce of the
Worthy Master Pierre Patelin''.
Fitzpatrick, the stage manager,
in "The Skin of Our Teeth",
Romeo and Lord Chief ,Justice
in "Scenes From Shakespeare" .
The recent Camille Chandebise
in "A Flea in Her Ear" must
also be added to his list of
<'red its.
The Frankfort senior comments, "It's hard to say that
this role or that role has been
more difficult. Each one is
terribly demanding. It' 1 not
like a math claaa where you can
aolve your problema and forcet
about il"
What sort of role does be
prefer? "I u•ually like tbe
character parts," he arawers.
.. You know, the old DH~n and
the insane people. I really enjoyed doing Rev. Hale, the
witch hunter who supposedly
bad the Lord on hia side. It was
very aerioua and different."
"Another enjoyab)e role was
that of Mr. Fitzpatrick in "The

Skin of Our Teeth', he continues. "1 like the way he ran
around trying to explain what
was going on, when be himself
didn't even know. I always
eeem to receive the role of the
crazy person who botches
things up . ... I think they're
trying to tell me something!"
Charlie became interested in
theatre while in high school.
He relates how he auditioned
for the senior play as a fresh·
man : "I didn't get a part and
felt really bad. When I went
home, my mother asked what
had happened. I told her that
they'd felt they should give the
part to a senior, since it was the
senior play. A<'tually, I had
been terrible!"
He went on to receive a role
the following year, and he
gradually progressed from that
"terrible" freshman to the
recipient of the Thespian
Award for Best Actor.
Charlie ha. spent several of
his past IIU.mmers workiRg with
the Kentucky ~pertory
Tbeatre at the Kentucky Dam
Palladium aDd at Kaintuck
Territory.
"I spent this put summer at
Kaintuclr. Territory," he
remarb. "The owner aaked me
if I'd like to be in a saloon
show. I said, "Yeah, I can dig
it."
""nlen he asked me if I wanted
to direct it, to which I ap-eed.
Finally, I ended up writin& it
and taking it from there. Actually, it was not legitimate

Three cheers for the Turleys

Students have triple lives
By MARK HULTMAN
A..t. Feature Editor

Rare and unique situations
or personalities are a dime a
dozen on a college campus, and
Murray State University is no
exception.
The Michael Turleys are
both 21, both are seniors at
MSU, and both are presidents
of social organizations on campus.
Turley,
a
native
of
Slaughters, is president of
Sigma Chi social fraternity
(sponsor of MSU's annual
Derby Day), while his wife, the
former Khadra Cain of
Mayfield, is president of Alpha
Sigma Alpha social sorority.
The two were elected to their
respective offices before they
were married earlier this year.
Mrs.
Turley
became
president of her sorority in
March, while her hiUiband was
elected in April. Following
nearly a frve-year courtship, the
couple was married in June.
With all the extra-curricular
activities !~Dd responsibilities

each one has, their time is
taken up a great extent.
"My time is pretty well occupied with my studies, my ac·
tivities in the fraternity, and
with my time on the school
newspaper," Turley stated.
"Plus l have a responsibility to
my wife and to college," he added.
Turley's duties involve
keeping a watchful eye over 77
actives and eight pledges this
semester. He is also responsible
to 700 alumni, and has found
himself looking over a new
fraternity house and irounds
which have totalled ap·
proximately $70,000.
Mrs. Turley has encountered
the same kind of situation.
"The time-consuming activities
have really been numerous, but
the experience of dealing with

Vote to end old party
political control of
Kentucky.
Vote for William
Bartley for

and working with the different
people has been well worth it,"
she stated.
Turley works on the staff of
the Murray State News, and in
the past. has held the positions
of special writer, usistant
sports editor. assistant news
editor,
and
circulation
manager.
His functions in the fraternity since he pledged when he
was a freshman have been just
as numerous. He was local
chapter editor, a delegate to the
inter-fraternity council on campus. and SPcretary to the interfraternity.
One "rarely" has the opportunity to hear of such an
"uncommon" situation in the
lives of a college couple.

Keeping charoeter
IN ONE OF HIS many pi--. Charlie Hall becomes the
character be ia portrayinc.

theater. It was more of a slapstick, stand-up comedy. We got
together some can-can girls, a
trombone player, a pianist, a
guitarist and a banjo player.
We did dan<:e routines and told
jokes. Our objective was to
make people laugh--and one
family saw the show 16 times!"
Commenting on the attention
given the drama department
for the Golden Anniversary
Homecoming
festivities,
Charlie said, "They deserve
recognition
at
every
Homecoming. People don't
realize what goes into a show.
They just don't realize how
much work it requires--and, by
the way, it IS work. You just
don't string a few hams
together and get a production."
Charlie attributes much of
hi!! style to Robert Johnson,
chairman of the department. "I
honestly think anyo11e is lucky
to work under him," he com-

113 OFF A SELECTED
GROUP OF
SHOES
and BOOTS

ALWAYS
matches till

BE sure to
drown all fires.
CAREFUL to
crush all
smokes

Senator.

Shalimar
HOLLAND DRUGS

The People's Party

paid for by Student.

l''or Pt'oplee Party

menta. "As a director and an
educator, he has a marvelous
technique. He pulls thinp out
of you. Both be and Mr.
Schempp do ao many thinp
that they never get credit for."
At present Charlie is
producing "The Marriage
Proposal" for his advanced
directing course. They will have
played to more than 8,000
students when the 16performance tour is completed.
As you can imagine, his
schedule is a hectic one.
In fact, this interview
distracted him from eating his
dinner the other day: a meager
meal
consisting
of
a
cheeseburger! There was one
final question to be answered
before he could return to his
meal: what advice does be have
for theatrical aspirants?
He answered it more than
adequately when he quipped,
"Go into horticulture!"

Murray, Ky.
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Congeniality and ingenuity·
Can a graduate have both?
By ANNETTE BOUOERS
Special Writer

Not very often, but often
enough to make being a feature
writer rewarding, you P.ncounter an individual whose
congeniality and ingonuity are
as refreshingly welcome as the
jug of sparkling, icy water is to
the sun-drenched desert
nomad.
Put Maluuey is just bUCh tt
person. The 2·1-yca r-old
l.ouisvillian is doing graduate
work in ceramics. This is her
first semester at MSU, which
she selected "frankly, because I
wantt!d to learn under Fred
Shepard, a member of the art
department." She attended lhe
Louisville School of Art on
scholarship for three years,
receiv ing her B. F. A. in
ceramics and te.xtiles.
Whe n anot her g raduate
student in ar t asked h er what
she was entering in the comTHIS CREATION of muslin and fur brought first prize and
petition at the Pennyrile Art
$50 to the a rtist, Pat Maloney, at the Pennyrile Art Exhibit. It
Exhibit, Pat decided to enter
took a lot of work and imagination, and for the title--a play on
the only two things she has
words.
bro ught with her fr om
Louisville.
" Walla-B-Darned" won first
prize and a $50 cash award.
The other, " Self-P otrait' ',
received an Honorable Mention.
"1 waa hoping to win a prize
for e ither of them,' she
remarks, "but I didn' t expect
the money, too!"
some have too ma ny chins.
Both o bject s d ' art may
By ANNE1TE BORDERS
perhaps
be best described as
Some
have
square
jaws
and
Special Writer
fabric collages. "Self-Portrait"
others have round jaws. You
Frank Callan has spent two can easily see why each veraon was achieved by means of
batik, a wax and dye-resist
months each year for the past must be handled differently!''
technique. Pat de!ICJ'ibes the
He
paused
to
load
the
12 years, without exception, on
MSU's campus. However, he camera, a process which in- process," J started out with a
piece of white muslin, a ctually
hasn' t been working slowly but volves the use of a very strangesurely toward his degree or looking black bag . The just a king-size sheet. I d rew
anything. He's the represen- cha nging bag, as it is properly my design with pencil a nd
tative of the company with termed, has a zipper at one end figured out the color scheme."
"Then I waxed everything I
which the yearbooks have con- and glove-like compartments to
insert hands at the other end. wanted to remain white, dyed it
tracted.
By feeling his way around
pink, waxed everything I wanted
Between takes. Mr. Callan
the
inside,
Mr.
Callan
changed
to
stay pink, dyed it red, and
managed to answer questions
the film . One roll of his fllm waxed it again. Next, I dyed it
and discuss the business. A
will photograph 40 people.
the final purple hue."
native of Long Island he was a
If yoll plan to wear that pur"It's fun to do," she conphotographer for New York
Mirror for twenty years before ple, orange and lime checked tinues, "despite the fact that it
me 15 hours to iron out a ll
it went out of business. On the vest. so carefully knitted by took
t he was: with newspapers
your
great-great
Aunt
Myrtle
whole, he's been a professional
Children can do it, too. You
Lou last Chrisbnas, Mr. Callan
for 30 years.
won' t forbid it. But he won' t can use crayons. Just melt them
''There is no modern way to
in a double boiler and brush
recommend it eij.herl
take pictures," he remarks.
"J ust wea r what you want to
the mixture on the cloth."
"There is a lot of modern wear," he advises. "Only try to
" Walla-B-Darned"
may
equipment around, but the make it another color than
resemble a quilt as fust glance.
process
has
essentually white. If you want my opinion, Technically speaking, however,
remained the same." He uses a plain pastels look best. Girls it is not. As the blue-eyed
portrait camera for his work, should wear plain blouses. The blonde explains, "This is an
example of tacking, which
which movie-goera know as the plainer, the better, I think."
Mr. Callan will be on campus keeps the polyester fiberfill on
contraption on three legs where
the photographer sticks his during November and the first the inside from slipping. The
head under some kind of week of December. Students kangaroo is composed of
may get their pictures taken genuine raccoon skin, which
blanket.
without appointment from 9 has to be aired, and pieces of
"Generally speaking, there a .m. to 5 p.m.
rabbit and kangaroo fur. The
are o nly fo ur ways t o
photograph a face: the left and
right views, and three-quarter
views for each side. However,
portraiture is a very individual
thing. There is no set pattern.
Some people have no chins,

"Walla-B-Darned"

Student portraits
snapped by Callan .

*******************'

McGovern-Huddleston
Democrats.
For the People

pa1d for by che
YOUNG OEMOCRATS
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What

is t he

SIDE DOOR?

Western Kentucky's newest and m ost
complete gift shoppe- Just in time fo r
your Christmas selectio ns! We t hink
you '11 like us!

Off the Square
Benton, Ky.

*

:

***
**

:

Billy & Betty :
Clark
Owners

********************~

Joey
(baby
kangaroo's
nickname) is made of a certain
suede called split. The entire
back is made of synthetic fur
remnants from bolts at sewing
stores."
A pair of gloves and socks
mu~t a lso he mentioned among
the mixed-media ingredients.
"I wanted to use things that
were personal to me," she added.
Beside~:~ having placed first in
Kentu~·ky State Fair shows,
Pat' s experience includes
having been arts and crafts instructor for the J. B. Speed Art
Museum, Jewish Community
Center and Camp Aloha in
Vermont. She has also been
a rts and crafts specialist for the
(Louisvi lle) Metropolitan Parks
and Recreation Board.
She says of her summer at
the all-girls camp in Vermont,
"I was a counselor-instructor.
We lived in tents and d id the
usual hiking and boat ing. It
was a chance for me to travel.
I'd never seen apple orcha'r ds
and such green, green grass.
And the people I met! There
were foreign-exchange students
from Malaysia and--gosh!-- all
over the world. There were lots
of other craftsmen, too. I think
it's so healthy to meet people
like that. They're so sound in
their reasoning."
Her remarks are interspersed
with sensititive thoughts on
life, "Sometimes art comes so
much from within....It's hard to
described. I have to use fabrics
as an expression of myself. I
used to think that I'd someday
like a studio for my ceramics,
but I'll always have the desire
to work with fabrics, also. It's a
challenge to work creatively.
I'll have to explore different
materials before I understand
what it is I want to do.
" I like people to have fun
with my work," she comments.
" I'd really like to sell my
kangaroo to somplace where
kids could see and touch it. I

like to be humourous. I think
there has to be n balance between humor and serious for
you to get .a long if life."
Pal is currently studying
Japanese life, r>hilosophy, a nd
customs. She says, "Tom Marsh
and Alma Lesch have been big
influences on my work. Tom, a
University of Loui~ville instructor, lived seven years in
Japan as apprentice to a great
ceramicist. I 've su dden ly
realized how intensely interested I arn in .Japan myself.
Their
gardens
arc
so
beautifuL"
She is now working on a
project that will incorporate
that interest. It will be a room,
a total sensory environment
complete wit h an a rchway
leading in, stepping stones, and
so on.
How on earth did she hit
upon the winning idea of
" Walla-8-Darned" ? It doesn't
make too much sense," she answered. " I went to an art show
where I saw a fabric collage
with zippera and things inside.
That one smaJI piece stayed in
my mind nearly a year."
She continues, "Then I started doing research on certain
members of the animal
kingdom who have pouches
(koala bears, kangaroos, and
opossums). .I read about how
they were born, what they
looked like and so on."
" By the way," she adds, "my
Dad named it I wanted a title
that would be appropriate to
the manner in which I had
made it One time Dad and I
happened to be playing with
rhyming words and he came up
with "Walla-B-Darned". Thus,
the play on words: "Wala-B"
as in wallaby and "Darned" as
in sewing something."
I don't know about you, but
all I can say after that is,
" WELL, I ' LL BE DARNED! !!"

Campus Casual Shoppe
100 N. 16th St.

Junior & Misses
Pantsuits
1/4 off
Junior Sportswear
V4off
1 rack miscellaneous 1/l off
OPEN 8-5
6 Days
Located across from Admin. Bldg.
Plenty of free parking in rear.

.....
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German youth at MSU
while touring the U.S.
By MARK HULTMAN
As11t. Feature Editor

Just imagine, if you can, that
every American is a big moneymaker. Or. that studenl'> cannot work while in school. Or,
that beans and corn are hog
food . Or, that . ... well, the list
goes on and on.
If this f;OUnds preposterous
and unreasonable to an
American youth, it is just as
real and reasonable to a Qerman youth.
Gerhard Sonnleitner, a 24year-o)d native of Munich, Germany, is currently touring the
United States as part of the
1972 International Farm
Youth Exchange program. and
recently spent two days at
Murray State University.

• •• •• • • • • • •
Voting~

has reason
Did you ever wonder why we
have our presidential elections
on the first Tuesday after the
first Monday in November? Is
there a reason? Yes, no matter
how outdated, there is a
reason.
In 1845, CongreBS passed a
law setting the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November as pr~idential election day.
It was decided that November
would be the most acceptable
month for voting. Harvesting
was over and the winter had
not yet made roads impassable.
As for the exact day in
November, it was felt it
shouldn't be the first day of the
month. Busines.'lmen llked tQ
make out their accounts that
day. Public sentiment was
against voting on Sunday.
Monday was ruled out because
many voters lived a whole
day'!! journey from voting
places in those days and they
objected to traveling on Sunday.
That first Tuesday after the
first Monday in November is
still the law of the land. That's
why Nov. 7 is the day this year.

• ••••••••••
THE WAITING GAME
IS COSTLY!
Every year you wait,
your life insurance costs
you more.
Life insurance rates are
determined by your ageand the younger you are,
the more favorable the
rates.
No matter how old you
are now, this is the best
time to become adequately insured. Call me today . . . the price of your
life insurance will never
be better.
STEVE MILLS
~~~

N orlh 7th St.

ftlcvfield, Kv.

#06tJ

P'MM: 1,#1- 6116

Connecticut Mutual Life
HF. BLU£ CHIP COMPANY • SINCE 184

The program called for four
German youths to tour the U.S.
and its major college campuses,
focusing mainly on the
agricultural facilities.
Some of Sonnleitner's
previous visits have been to the
Univeraitv of Colorado and the
University of Kentucky. He will
wind up has trip in Washington,
D.C. before going home in midNovember.
According to the German,
pt>ople in his country have
tagged the typical American as
a "big money-maker."
"All we hear of in Germany
is corruption and the high
crime rate in the big U.S. cities,
like New York and Chicago,"
he said.
"I am surprised at the number of friendly Americans that, I
have met," Sonnleitner stated.
"I also never realized that as
many Americans go to church
as I have seen."
One of the main differences
in the way of life between the
youths of the two countries
revolves around activities in
school.
The
Germans
require
students to devote their full
time to school work. There is
no social life of any kind in
high school, and little, if any,
social life in college and university.
"I would like to go to school
in the United States because
there is so much to do all of the
time," Sonnleitner said. "I

have found that in the United
States, a ~uy would feel funny
if he went to some social function by himself. 1t is just the
opposite in Germany."
According to Sonnleitner,
automobiles are not a common
sight in high school, because of
the limited social life. There
are not as many young
marriages in Germany as in the
U.S., because the students are
urged to "get a good job before
getting married."
Some of Sonnleitner' s activities on the MSU campus included visits to several
agriculture cla11ses with Ricky
Brown, with whom he stayed
during his visit. Brown is a
senior agricultural major from
Fredonia.
Sonnleitner was unacquainted with several varieties of
seeds in the U.S., due mainly to
the different growing seasons in
Germany. Crops of importance
in Germany include small
grain, com and chuka beans,
while other crops, such as
soybean and tobacco are not
grown at all because of the
climate.
Sonnleitner's father owna a
farm of approximately 100
acres, a size comparable to
1,000 acres in the U.S. According to custom, Sonnleitner,
upon graduation from a twoyear agricultural college, will
take over his father's farm.

TOURING THE CAMPUS last week was a 24-year-old German exchange student, Gerhard Sonnleitner (right). Sonnleitner stayed with Ricky Brown, a senior agriculture major,
during his stay at Murray.
When that happens, he will
have to support his father,
mother, brother and sister.
Because the oldest son
inherits the farm, he is not subject to the draft system in Germany.
On the subject of the Olympics recently held in Munich.

Sonnleitner is against the idea
that is now being held by many
countries. "The Olympics were
originally created to mean a
meeting of friendship, but it
has now turned into a cold war.
All the countries want to do is
count medals and honors," he
said.
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Duo-piano recital scheduled
by music faculty members

Murray State Newa

FLEA MARKET

ENTRY FORMS ''" the annual Chriotmao Art
Sale ore now ovoilablo in the Art Offict m tho
Pioo Arta BuildtnJI, or contact Phohp l'hiliJJ» a.
76J•.')665, '1111 ulo which it lo bo he)d ID the
SUB Oec. S, 4 , 6, 1o open. Participation f.- artilb and crafl:lmen in ,...t Kentucky il ancoura~

GAY: Call 763-61169 about the UtroiOCY dua,
u your Ph!>na numt.r b.u beao loot and a data
io boU., oraaniwd
RIDERS WAIIrft:D To NaahYIIIe, TftlD. far
Thanlr.opvina vocation Call Donna at 767-6367.
RIDERS WAIIrl'EO: To Now York City or
vkinity for ChriatnUto vacation. Call Barbera at
767-6114

fOil SALJl:: 'l'wo &booluuoly novor uoed WiltOn
T-2000 t.nnia rt<~~ta, $21 tKh, <~ri,ioally eooot
""or S40 earh . Call Mike at 4961 .

FOH SALE: Olrla bike. Blue. Ollt-tpood, like
now for $20. Call Bilhe Cub at 767 .6.~69

fOR SA.LF. : 1964 t'ord Ec<>noline van, roocl
NndiLion. 1ood
panelled iMido May be
- n at I 713 Calloway Ave. tl'ter 6 p.m, Pr><o'"
,...aonable.

.-1

t•....,

FOR SALE: Glrla 20' ' bib. ct..ap. C'..all KatlU.
Mariani 1.1 767.2221 .
FOR SAL8: Sha.._ara Supreme Tarpt Bow .
36 pound• draw wetaht. 64 in<Me Jon,, 1870
model. equippood wlt.b s~ prof.-ional
alaht. Wlute 11-. $50. Call 7&3-4886 af* 4

...

p.m till mldAld>t.
NEF:D RIO£ : To Moine tor Chriltmao
vacation C•n leav• ao.,tirn• oft•r firulla. Call
Peter Hay at 787-263!t.

RIOE WAIIrl'ED: For Chriltmu vocation to
Rockford. Ill Can loaw Thuraday, Dec. 21 , Call
767-4U48.

FOR SALE: wint.r coat., bouJht now for 1105.
Rarely worn; ll'liY wit.b fur collar, $20. Call
753-35Jl}.
FOR SALII:: JIOrUtblt , . _ ttooap. N...ta car.
tridp. bot otherwlot il in fine eltapa. Call 753-

3538.
NEF:D A RII>E' To Knanvlllo, T•nA. for Nov.
17. Wilhna to oha,. upe.- Call 763-0596

Lou••

lUOE WANT.:O : To SL
1r01, uch
Froday Can INvo ao:vum• after I H30 aDL and
••II eltare
Coli Kar•n at 163-~ any
_,,~ llll mlclnl,bt

••pen.s.

RIDERS : To Mtmphlo airport for
ThanltsglvhlK WHkend. Will loavt Murray on
Tuaadoy and rewrn ~unday ni•hl Call Mark ••
?6?.8106.
RIDE WANT EO II you have a ~•r and will co
to or throurh Eli. .bethtnwn for Thanbcivina
and Chriatmaa, yuu can tut yo~ur
b)o
ollowu>& me to riel• with you and help pay tht
way. Call Randall ot 767-l!781 aflltr 4 p.m. or
dr"!> by mom 322 R1chmond Hall

••1-

NEEO RIO£ : To Cinctnnatl area , for
Thanbt!ivina holiday. Will•na .., •han ...
f't""""' Call Winnie at 767-:JMI .

FOR SALE, 1964 International llcouL Top
RMclutntcal condlllun, 4·wheel drive, 1800 or
beat ol(.,... Will trade for jot!p wnh doth ">P ol
compe.rahle quahly. Call 763-4164 after 6 p.m.
Of at 113 South 13 Street al'ter 3.
FOR SALE: All a..tal P>di:ott ollde rule. Model
002. Call 767-24~8
~'OR SALE:

Olboo.>n L• Paul aultar, aunbW'IIt

finiah. parfect c:ondltlon. AI..., Gtbeoo rat1fOr
U>plifin. WJth ,...trb. Call 763-3620, Jolta
.s.ct.e. t&28 011.. s~

a-t•

FOR SALE: G F~ P<"tabt.
tape player
w•th AM/FM ro~in, Optnoteo an ACIOC, n·
""llonl condlti•m Set includ• mkrophone, ur
phone, pot<hrord, tapa cue and variout tapee.
Re--.ably priced. IIIWII •II Ctll 7&7~512
FOR SALE: B .Nrito tlaau:aoowl orpn and ton•
cabinet. Beat rMtanable ofror. Call 763-9700.

ltiOE WANTP.O· For ThanktcJvina to Buft'olo.
NY. Can ..... the !\olonday t.rnro ltotiday
onyumo ,a ftft 12•30. Call Cbril at 767-2876.

FOR l:IALE: Sheridan air rifle, lik• nowo5 mm
ctllb.r $20. Stop by Old Mahu Aportm~ata,
nwnber 5, North 4th atrttt enendftl, or lease a
noc. al 8os 244 Unn~. Sta

NEEO A RIOF.· To IAbaMn. ony weebnd
W1ll p~ lor ~··· ow. Call Annetta at 761·3»8.

FOR SALE; Cl~>thta d~r h....ta ,....t&lor
,.,.fkhl. dlnona tabl~. 11oo rhaora, d•k Caii76:J.

•RIDERS NF:EOf.:O : For Thanko1ivloa
vatttioiL To N~ York u far •• Albeny. Shirt
driv1111 and npe--. Lavi"' Friday, .N.... 17
around t p.m. Call Ed at 767.624tl
FRF.E: Fuii-Jrnwn cat and Jwo kilt""' All are
aat-boxed uaintd~ and can 1toy ln••h or out.
oldc. They lovo people. Call 163 11!65 any
tvtnin• or weo-k•nd

o,.

WAIIrff:D•
rtudent lo ohare 3-hedrnom
trJIItr Wlth &wo other ltudtnt. ft~r aprin1
Mmetrte-r~ Mu11t be D'&le. studtvu• end qu1et. Ac·
~<>unhnt or matlwmotlca maj~r pl'1>forred, lxn
not roqulr.d Car not necaaory. Call 7~7-2822,

•

WANT TO BUY A beth-a·Mt Cor booby or any

bthy furntturo, pntfor .-1 ao ,.. can alford it.
Stop by Old Mahan Apartmonta, number 5,
North 41.h St.,..t tltendod or leave a nota at boa
244 Univ. Sta ,

WANTED Ganop opace fc>r blcyrle dorillf[ the
winter, Willo"f lo reaL Call Sbaro ot 787..:102
WAN'TEO So~M<mo wbo would like ul*itnf"t
at dtopotinc o problem with a TV and will do
it free Call 763-01;96,

CHEST ol dra. .,. wUltad, _.u variety, in
aood condition. oowl c:boap. Call 787-4462 allar 6

......

WANT TO BUY : Tonma neket and auto btko,
Call Newton HO)'Iter at 75J.5799
WANTED : Apartment to rent for ~>noatnal• pi
lor fall aowl IJ>rllll of Mllt ,...r. Will t.m
Europe January thfOUJh Au,...c. 1$73 Will pay
~II D<OW Call 787-2227
WAIIrf TO BUY : Modo! 12 or Model 42 Win·
dMrter or any part or one Call 763-4923.
TRAJN:s to buy, tell or lntd•·Uonel, AmencaD
Flywr, aod any HO. Call Boll at 767-4069.

WANT TO BUY : Electric: tnoino, Am~rkan
Flyer ond Ltonel, contact Pelt at I H)l Main or
tall 753-2107'

UJ'I COINS; to buy, •II .,. trade. Coli Bill at
767~069 or

&22~

Murray State University

highlighted by the Mozart

piano faculty members Marie

"Sonata for Two Pianos" and

Taylor and Thomas Baker will

the colorful "Scaramouche"

FOR SAL&: &n,llob nqby lhlrt. ll VlcloriaJ>.
llylo pub ~ oowl l'olioh hanokarved
wnodtn muiJ. Call 7117-6645.

present a duo-piano recital on

suite of Darius Milhaud. Also
Although both Mrs. Taylor

FOR SALE: One Mt of omcera• blu• and 2 tole
or otfocera' .,...,. (cualom tailor.d). I will pay
for alt«ati0111 aloo, ..-.1 ol Army
ratt,uoa ljadlaU aowl poaq~ and ir61'111f board.
Call 75:1-1121.

concert will be held in Recital

and Baker have appeared on

Hall A of the Price Doyle Fine

numerous occasions in solo per-

Arts Center. The public is cor-

formances, their collaboration

FOR SALE, Hondo 360 Super Sport. Runt
Call 763-!263.

'*·

fOR SALE: EU<Ullv•l)'pa dook, chromo body:
walnut Up, ollahtly uaed. Or111n&l coot, $140;
will tac:nf>OO for 18Q. CaU 753-8249.

N~n

FOR SALE: 12 llrina auiw; oall
758-5799

at

FOR SALE: :6-lotb Weyde and baby - l SIS.
Call 7e7..00S
FOR SALE: 1971 Volbw..on Super a-to.
completa wit.b radto, Mltt~elln 2.x radial ttroa;
Call R011 tlowell. 767 ·4461, 401 Oolltp Court&.
Tlri'ORING l11 Am.rtcan En,lloh aod 1ta
Idioms on a one-10-Dnt beai&. for ....,. information call 763.r>'T7 I or inqoint at oht Bapo
!loll Stllclonta Cantor, 108 North Ulh Street.
Tho,.. lAI no cha •11• for UU. Mrvi...,.
Public

..V>OO

annouDDOD>enta of 1nt.rtol lo

1M campus and -munity will
!be

n. _ ..... without

be·~

ror

cloarp.

No adv.rtiain1 tan be IIC'<!epted lor tho Fin
Marko\ from a ,.,pr.aentatlvo ol

t

bu11n-.

Tbe NEWS r-rv• l.ha richt 1<> t<lu <•r omit
any lnformatiua, hut ••HY effort will t. made

to print all ads ol Int..- to the ampuo.

Altn an

f&ont

Ml bean IUbmotted rnr

publication. IL will run until nOli,.. b .. bte.n
riven 1o carn:al It
lofonnation rbould be RU!lm.d on Monday

Wort the f'lidoy publiattiaa dalo, bt

ptraoll

(Room Ill Wiloon Uall1 or b)' pll<•nt t7112-

H68)

Summer mission positions
open for Baptist st udents
Applications have been
received at the Baptist Student
Center for the summer
missionairies program. Seventeen positions, both inside the
United States and abroad. have
been offered for students the
summer of 1973.
The BSU Missions of the
Southern Baptist Convention of
Ky. will help send part of the
students to positions in the
states and overseas, while the
Home Mission Board, located
in Atlanta, Ga., will send
students to various positions in
the U.S. Living expenses are
provided for the students selec-

Sunday, Nov. 5, at 3 p.m. The

dially invited to attend without on the duo-piano team is a
recent development. According
charge.
be to
Baker, the two artists
The concert will
plan to develop this technique

Sock and Buskin

because "we believe that it has
been unduly neglected."

radio show tonight
Sock and Buskin drama club
will present "Sorry, Wrong
Number," a radio show by
Lucille Fletcher tonight at 8:30
on WKMS-FM , 91.3. The cast
includes Pam Riley, Judy Curcuro, Ellen Wiese, Debbie Brinson, Mike Stallings, Rick
Willet, Doug Hinner, Randy
Hoffman and Billy Chenault.
Director is Jim Scamahorne.
"Sorry, Wrong Number" is
the first in a series of monthly
programs sponsored by the
club. Broadcasts will be the
first Friday of every month.

McGovern-Huddleeton
Democrats.
For the People

paid tor by tloe
YOUNG D&MOCRAT8

ted for the summer mission
program. In addition, those
sponsored by the Home Mission
Board receive $35 per week
during their summer assignmenta.
All applicants must be members of the Baptist Church in
order to qualify. Those spon·
sored by the Home Mission
Board must. have one year of
college; the BSU Missions
requires two years of college.
Those interested in making
an application for summer
missionary should contact
Lloyd Cornell at the Baptist
Student Center, 108 N. 15th St.

LET US

DO YOUR
PRINTING

Bob 11 767-4235

WANTED: Drummer for band Call '767-6609
and uk for Bill.
W ANTEO: 8&• playoe with equ.,......t waotad
by dnu.oa. aod aurtaritt who want to jam
Call Jolua at 767-2647.

Vets Club offers
benefits, maintains
auditorium lounge

• PCI.ITICAL-CAIPAIGN MATERIALS
• DANCE &B~ INVITATIONS
• CIIAPTEI fiWS LETTERS
• PROGRAIIS &POSTERS

The Veteran's Club, which
meets Wednesdays at 7 p.m., is
open to all MSU students who
are veterans of military service.
According to its president
Coleman Smith, the Vets Club
is "primarily a social
organization for those who
want to form an association
and make friends with men
who share their interests."
The club, which consists of
40 members this semester,
PHONE 247-5814
maintains a lounge in the
southwest corner of the UniverMAYFI ELD, KY.
S. SUTTON LANE
sity auditorium, where members can relax and conJI'egate..-· ~i!~!!~~~---~~~
..)ll!!!!!f!II•IIIJI!!!!f!IP!I!f~~
•.,_, - '!· !~~~
. ----- .:.i.., ~...;,..__...
;::.,.-:;::~..;..

MAYFIELD
PRINTING CO.
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UCM speakers defends
Education- open to creat1v1ty President's economics

Doing 8tu// i8 a way to 8UTVIVe
By TOMMIE GEVEDEN
Gueat Reviewer

How to Survive in Your
Native Laru:l by James Herndon /Bantam Books, April,
1972, non-fiction.
179 pp.)
*1.25 paper edition.

• •

Many times they just leave
should be slanted more toward
"President Nixon's actions
the room and don't come back.
high school than elementary. during the last four years have
They walk the halls, giving the The administration sorts proved my decision made in the
finger to kids in the other two
through all its students to find last election dead wrong when
Egypt classes, or they amuse
I voted for Hubert Humphrey!"
themselves by smoking in the the smart kids who were being proclaimed assistant economics
stubborn enough to make bad
bathrooms. This doesn't mean
professor Howard Newell in his
grades, lumped them all stand for the Republican ticket
that kids are just savages and
would learn nothing if given a
together, and called them non- at the UCM luncheon Wedchoice about it. What it means
achievers.
nesday.
is that a sudden taste of
Since non-achievers in this
Newell explained that his
freedom takes a while to get to case were kids who couldn't mind was changed because of
and test out. After all, they've read as well as the school Nixon's progressive economic
been conditioned for six or thought they should be able to, programs, along with his adseven years to just sit quietly Herndon and three other vance on the situation in Vietand act on command.
teachers were elected to help nam.
More days, however, there them They found out that the
When questioned about
will be several kids who stay in best way to teach reading was Nixon's increased inflation and
C.A. class to do things--like to have a room full of books increased unemployment rates
write short stories, or painting from home, and to sit down at the same time, Newell anpictures,
publishing
a and read them.
swered: "It would not have
newspaper and a literary
"James Thurber once sat by been possible for ANYONE to
magazine, and making movies his window watching men cut bring about a decrease in inor kites. Other times, the kids down elm treE'Jt to dPPr a sit.e flation without slowing down
think the most. interesting thing
for an institution in which to the economy. Unfortunately,
to do anywhere is to exchange
confine people who had been one of the consequences for this.
pictures of each other's private
driven insane by the cutting is a rise in the unemployment
parts taken in a photo-mat. A down of Plm trees."
rate."
teacher has to learn to sit
Read the book if you have
He continued to compliment
quietly sometimes, too.
any notions about teaching Nixon's economic policy by
One year, Herndon's school Egypt at all. Some one might showing statistics proving that
decided that their junior high learn something if you do.
inflation was now o1i its way

How to Survive in Your
Native Land is about doing
stuff. James Herndon wrote it.
He's one of them progressive
junior high teachers who
believes the best way to teach
kids is to watch them learn.
The book is mostly about
kites and dogs and lizards and
salamanders and making
movies and dirty pictures.
What is amounts to is a tenyear adventure story about
education (1959-69) .
To begin with, there is three
kinds of classes: sitting around
in Egypt, walking around in it,
and getting-the-hell-out of it. In
the first kind, you read chapters in a textbook, answer
questions about them on ditto
sheets, listen to a teacher tell
you about them, and take tests.
In the second kind, you do
that kind of thing, too, except it
doesn't take up as much of your
time. You also get to make up a
new language, chart a new
i11land, pretend you are a peace
corps worker or the author of
an Egypt book, or something
else your teacher makes up for
you. This sure beats a regular
old Egypt class. Your teacher
smiles a lot and gets called innovative. There is a story about
your class in the school paper
and you make better grades.
But in the last kind of Egypt
class, you don't have no chapters or tests and you don't get
no grades. You still have an innovative teacher but he doesn't
make you do the stuff he thinks
up. You can do stuff you think
up or you don't have to do
nothing.
Herndon and a teacher
friend of his named Frank invented a two-hour course rfllled
Creative Arts which was a getting-the-hell-out-of Egypt class.
They gave the kids permanent
hall passes and came prepared
with long lists of good stuff to
do and materials to do them
with. This is what's called an
open classroom, one in which a
great amount of learning is free
to take place because it isn't
required.
What happened wa~ that
Herndon and Frank learned a
good lesson. Innovative stuff is
great for a regular class
(walking around in Egypt)
because it' s more interesting
for the kids as long as they
have to sit there anyway. But
when you turn them loose,
throw out all restrictions, they
just don't jump at the chance to
sit in a claAsroom for two hours
to do things you've dreamed up
to interest them.

Women 's Club ' Haunted Hous-e'
horrifies over 1200 victims
By RUTH BAXTER
Reporter

Ghouls leapt from every corner. witches screeched their
magic spells, and corpses rose
from their coffins.
No, it wasn't a horror movie.
It was the Haunted House
sponsored by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Located at 1608
Hamilton, just off of North
16th St., the house of terrors
provided scares and thrills for
the 1200 people that toured it
Oct. 27 through ~1.
Ten rooms of horrors were
featured in this second annual
Haunted House. Visitors entered the massive spider web,
and walked past the witches'
hanging room into the doctor's
chambers. There they witnessed an amputation as the
patient screamed for help.
Continuing into the dining
room, a witch stirred a bubbling brew and offerrcd samples to anyone interested. The
adjoining funeral parlor

shocked hundreds as the body
rose from its coffin to greet the
mourners,
Next, an ancient Egyptian
tomb provided a walking
mummy. Before entering the
underground maze, cowards
were given a chance to use the
emergency exit. Those ~ho
were brave enough to continue
crawled through the intricate
puzzle filled with obstacles of
fright. The visitors sighed with
relief as the end came in sight
and they were once again
restored to the outer world.
But why was all the time
taken to have a Haunted
House?
"Books for a library at the
Murray Middle School is the
answer," explained the event
chairman, Mrs. Sue McCoart.
Mrs. McCoart and her many
workers were quick to add.that
the project wouldn't have been
possible without the aid of
MSU students. Members of
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Alpha
Delta Pi, and Sigma Sigma
Sigma sororities combined with

Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma
Chi fraternities to guide the
tours, sell refreshments, and
act as witches, ghosts, and
goblins in the terror rooms.
Enthusiasm for the Haunted
House was widespread among
the Kappas, students, and
visitors.
Nine
year-old
Denise
Traughber announced, "I
wasn't scared one bit!" The
daughter of Mr. & Mrs.
Richard
Traughber
of
Mayfield, she was quick to add,
"But I don't think 1 want to go
through it again."

down. He added, "We have to
understand the high inflation
problem that was on the rise
when Nixon came into office
and then ask ourselves: 'Could
anyone have done a better
job?'
Another problem that was
waiting for him when he was
elected was the deficit in
balance of payment, according
to Newell. He pointed out that
the U.S. had bad this deficit
since 1949 with only two exceptions, in 1956 and 1968.
Regarding this 20-year-old
problem,
Nixon
began
negotiating changes in the exchange rate of the dollar with
foreign currencies and began
overhauling the national
monetary system. Newell emphasized, ''Nixon has started to
do something about the deficit
that has been in existence a
long time-that's progress!"
The economics professor who
i,; in his third year at MSU,
spoke before a crowd that was
pre-dominantly pro-McGovern.
To conclude the electiOn
discussions, Dr. Kenneth
Harrell of the history department will speak at the luncheon next Wednesday. He will
discuss next Tuesday':; election
outcome from a political
historian's view.

'Fifties ' sock hop
set for Saturday
The mood of the fifties will
be on hand at the UCM sock
hop that will be held at 8:30
Saturday night in the basement
of the UCM. John Graves,
WNBS disc jockey, will be
present to be in charge of the
music.
The soCk hop will replace the
regular Coffeehouse usually
held each Saturday night at the
UCM.
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Hamburger Steak
with cole slaw, fr en ch fr ies,
h ot r olls a nd butter

$1.09
Reg. $1.50

Shirley's
Phone 753·3251

500 N. 4th St.

Tues. 7th - Wed. 8th

PALACE DRIVE-IN
Five Points

-
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For your information:

Clubs, Greeks active despite rainy weather
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Glyn Gordon, Hopkinsville,
has been elected rush chairman
for Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
The Smith Brothers Quartet
from Marshall Co. will perform
Thursday night at 6:30 at the
Baptist Student Union.
The organization's Workday
bas been postponed until Nov.
11. All money will be donated
to the Summer Mission Fund.
Anyone having odd jobs to be
d one should call 753 -5771
before next Saturday.
VETS CLUB
The Vets Club won first
place for its float in the
Homecoming parade in the independent division.
SOCIAL WORK CLUB
Members of the Social Work
Cub will meet Wednesday afternoon at 4:00 in Room 503 of
Faculty Hall.
ALJ•HA OMICRON PI
Susan Johnson, Murray, has
been installed ag a member of
the fall pledge class of Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority.
KAPPA ALPHA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha
will have a house party tonight
at 8 :00 . Dress is casual.
Tomorrow there will be a
caravan to the Austin Peay
game in Clarksville. All rushes.
pledges, and brothers wishing
to participate should meet at
the fraternity bouse three hours
before the game is scheduled to
begin. There.will be a Southern
Belle' s meatloaf supper Sunday
night at 5:30.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The fall pledge class of the
Little Sisters of the Golden
Heart will sponsor a pledgeactive dance tonight. at 8:00.
The dance will be at the Woodmen of the World building.
This will be a Fifties dance and
the dress will be appropriate to
that era.
This year's president of the
Little Sisters is Carol Bonds
from Louisville.
The Annual Toy drive for
Children at Outwood Hospital
will start soon. The S ig Eps
would like to a~k that anyone
who has any used toys to bring
them by the fraternity house
soon as to help make our
project successful.
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
Marianna Mora, Ecuador,
was guest speaker for the October meeting of the Home
Economics Club. A freshman
English major, Miss Mora
spoke to the group about her
country and showed them
several native crafts.
Rita Adams Noles, Fulton,
will represent the group in the
Mrs. MSU Pageant. Randy Lee,
Murray, was chosen as the
clubs' s beau .

The Craft House
Macrame • Needlepoint
Candle Supplies • Beads
Decoupage - Paper Tole's
Greek Letters - Crewel
YARNS
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
42071
PHONE (502) 753-9384
LESSONS AVAILA BLE

brothers have received no word
about whether any Calloway
County students were awarded
scholarship prizes.
J erry Brewer, Hopkinsville,
resumed his post· as treasurer
after having been away student
SOCIETY OF SOCIOLOGY teaching. George King. Jr. had
STUDENTS
filled the position in his abOfficers elected for the sence.
Society of Sociology Students
PHI BETA LAMBDA
were:
Jane
Shoemaker,
E . J. Haverstock, general
Murray, president; Doug
Moore, Miami, Fla., vice- manager of the Tappan plant
president; Charles E. Davis, in Murray, addressed the Phi
Paducah, secretary-treasurer: Beta Lambda professional
and Tom P. O' Dell, Hodgen· business organization at MSU
Thursday evening.
ville, information director.
Speaking on manufacturing,
The Society meets the first
the
Penn State University
Thursday night of every month.
Members are ur ged to attend graduate who has lived in
the Nov. 9 meeting as pictures Murray three years said there
are three kinds of people-"
will be taken for the Shield.
those who make things happen,
those who watch things happen
KAPPA ALPHA PSI
The Nupes of Kappa Alpha and those who wonder what
Psi are having a "Stone Soul has happened."
A
question-and -answer
Weekend" Nov. 15, 17, and 18.
Activities include: talent and session followed his presenfashion shows Wednesday at 9 tation.
p.m. at the UCM, admission 35
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
cents; a dance Friday night at H
Lindy
Carr, owner of the
in the Douglas Gym featuring
ibe St.one Soul Image, ad- Palace Drive-In, was guest
mission $1.50; and a victory speaker at the Oct. 26 meeting
Alpha
Kappa
Psi
dance Saturday night at 9 p.m. of
professional
business
fraternity.
in the SUB with Stone Soul
Gail Fields and Cynthia
Image, admission, $1.50.
Robertson
were installed as
The talent show and both
pledges for the organization's
dances are open to all.
Little Sisters.
Thursday, there will be a
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
smoker
in the faculty lounge of
The fraternity selected Cathy
Schomaker, a senior from the Business building for inAlbers, Ill., as its sweetheart. terested business majors.
Robin Schaffer, Owensboro,
and Sharon Hopkins, Murray,
PSI CHI
were elected attendants.
Psi
Chi
national honorary
Bill Durham, Benton, was
elected rush chairman for the fraternity in psychology will
have its monthly meeting
spring semester.
Tuesday night at 7:30 in Room
453 of the Education building.
OMEGA PSI P HI
Omega Psi Phl announces the There will be a guest speaker.
completion of several major
projects. The brothers ran a
fund-raising drive to help
operation P.U.S.H. (People
McGovern-Huddleston
United to Save Humanity)
which has as its major purpose
De mocrats.
finding jobs for blacks.
During a Social Action Week,
the fraternity men performed
For the P eople
odd jobs for the elderly in
Murray. They presented a
program at the local high
schools detailing an essay conpaid for 11,- Uoe
teRt sponsored nationally by
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
I
Omega Psi Phi. As yet, the
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Lee Jeffrey, Fulton, has been
installed as a pledge.
A Halloween party Tuesday
night was given by the undergraduates for the pledges.

M'ben YOU advertise in the
MURRAY STATE NEWS
YOUR ad dollars are well
spent. 7000 students will
see YOUR. ad on Fridays
and buy until the
•
next Issue.

PI PHI DELTA
Pi Phi Delta, ora l in ·
terpretation recognition society,
recently installed pledges for
the fall semester. They are
Karen Christie, Portville, N.Y.;
Myra Cleaver, Almo; Don
Farley, Kent, Oh io; Angie
Nany, Rumsey; Renee Murray,
Hardyville; Vicki Jo Stevens,

Paris, Tenn.; Melanie Wilson,
Wickliffe; AI College, Mayfield;
Charlie Hall, Frankfort; J erry
Abbitt, Murray; Hollis Clark,
Murray; Jan Phipps, Paducah;
Steve Howard, Murray; Steve
Boyd , Nancy
H utchens,
Madisonville; Paulette Spiva,
Grant Rivers; Ga ry Hopkins,
Louisville; Ken T homa s,
Murray; and Ellen Wesson,
New Concord.

Engagements and weddings
need to be submitted on the
Monday
before
Friday
publication. Births will also be
published, provided one or both
parents is a student, staff, or
faculty member. Submit items
to the Campus Life section of
the paper, Toom 111 Wilson
Hall or call 767-4468.
ENGAO EMENTS
Viclrl Vio, Moyflold. 1.0 Juhn S har[.,, (Alpha
Tau Ornt-cal, Mayfi•ld
Carolyn Sweent"y, LC!Wtt hutlft lu .ftorl')' 1'\v oru•.

Ru-llville.
Su.._tt Foun&n« (Kappa O.lta), Wtn•·b.. u-r,to
H"b Sanker 18l~mo Cbi), Snulhtnwn, N.Y
Bobbie Jean Hearin (Alpha Omri<'>n P tl,
Clay. to Timmy Stull. S.hrM

J<>y<e Tbnruu IAipluo S i~nra Alpha). OaW>•>n
Ia l..arry Alden"" (Kop),. Alpho l,
Waterford. Conn.

~prinp.

Photo by Alan Raidt
JUDY MCKEAN, a senior
nursing
major
from
Louisville, bas been selected
sweetheart of Sigma Nu
fraternity.
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Beauty Sox

By J ANET WALLIS
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Many of my q ueetione and a newers have been
str essing the need lor thor ough facial cleansing;
that Is the key to a beautiful and youthful looking
akin! So read on I

Is your skin really clean? Have a facial cocktail hour!
Every type of skin needs regular, thorough cleansing.
Some women might say they use soap and water for
cleansing because they have nice skin. But the skin will
not stay nice unless thorough cleansing is done. Soap.and
water is not a "pore" cleanser... it will remove surface
debris, but it doesn't get down into the pores and it certainly doesn't soften the skin. A good skin cleanser aids
in really cleaning while it moisturizes. Give yourself anoccasional lift, too by using a beauty masque. It will help
improve circulation, really get down into the pores to lift
out those impurities. The masque aids in removing
flaking dead cells to leave your skin tingling, clear and
refreshed. Each day set aside a time to relax and let your
face rest from all impurities! Thoroughly cleanse and use
a good moisturizer! Relax! (ALO Cosmetics)
Q. How ..,;ouoly does pollution affoct the skin?

A. It is only logical that the smoke, grit, exhaust fumes.
dust and a ll will affect t he skin and some of it is sure
to cling. To assure a normally clear skin, the solution
is to cleanse. Cleanse a way pollution at night and
again in the morning. Use moisturizer under your
make up or when you are not wear ing make up to
help protect against the elements in the air... and
protect while you sleep. A good moisture liquid make
up will give you double protection against pollution..
the moisture helps to shield out impurities while it
gives you a lovely glow of natural clear skin. (ALO
Cosmetics)
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1, Do you have a particular beauty question you would like to f
For more advertising
have answered in this column? Bring it to the cosmeticians 1
I
at Holland Drugs.
f
information call 762-4468.
I Holland Drugs now offers personal beauty counsel. if you f
I would like to be properly shaded, or learn to make .the most
your best features, call me at 763-1462 for a pnvate ap- f
Today!
I ofpointment.
There is no charge, no obligation, but please, ap- I
I pointments are necessary.

~--------------~
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One teacher per 19 students

Faculty decreWJes to 381
Taking the number of
students attending Murray
State this year and dividing
that by the total number of
teaching faculty members, the
student-teacher ratio for the
1972-73 school year has been
figured oul Thill ratio of 19
students per teacher 18 a slight
increase over last year' s ratio
of 18.3 students for every
teacher.
The change is due to the
that in 1971 there were
teaching faculty members,
this year there are only
teachers.

fact
387
but
381

Going through the teaching
ranks it was found that there
are 73 full professors, 120
assistant professors, 137
associate professors, and 51 in-

structors. This includes the 352
fulltime and 29 part-time
teaching staff members.
Of the 381 faculty members,
49 percent have their doctorates. This is a 5 percent increase over Jut year's staff.
According to Dr. William G.
Reed,
vice-president
of
academic affairs, the number of
teachers having their doctorates ill "comparable or
slightly above that to be found
on campuses to Murray."
The current year's statistics
on salaries aren't compiled yet,
but based on last year's
statistics, Murray's teachers'
salaries rate favorably on a
national basis with similar
sohools. The figures haven't
been compiled because the

statistics from each school have
to be sent into the national
headquarters then the figures
are made publicly available.
Out of the 381 faculty members three are black. Two are in
military science and the other
teacher is on a leave of abeence.
Efforts are being made to hire
more blacks, said Dr. Thomas
B. Hogancamp.
In this respect, Murray is not
violating the Equal Employment Acta; however, Dr.
Hogancamp pointed out that
the blacks aren't the group
more discriminated against - it
is women.
Dr. Reed's statistics show
that out of the 381 faculty, only
76 women. Also, out of the 34
academic departments, only
three women are chairmen.

M.S. U. ouzu 79 can and trucla

Blue vehicles are everywhere
Did you ever wonder how
many of those blue cars and
trucks MSU owns?
According to Rex Thompson,
director of businesa affairs, the
University owns 79 vehicles
capable of carrying passengers.

Reading major
attend• meeting
Terry Lichtenberg, MSU
graduate
student
from
Paducah, is attending a reading
convention in Nashville this
weekend.
Sponsored by the Tennessee
Council of the International
Reading Association, this
second annual convention will
have for it's topic, "Reading:
Opportunity in Orbit.''
Interested in the improvement of reading instruction in Tennessee, the convention wilL hold special
sesaions dealing with many
aspects of teaching reading.
Miss
Lichtenberg
is
preparing to be a community
college teacher, and will begin
a ten-week internship at Shelby
State Community College at
Memphis. in January. LIUit year
she received a fellowship in the
2-year college teaching program
at Murray. Her fields of study
are Spanish and Reading.

These vehicles are a88igned to
different divisions of the
University and used for various
functions.

at various high schools and
colleges, in recruitment visits
throughout the year.

The Maintainenece Department bas 40 of these vehicles
available for their use.

MSU bas ita own garage and
mechanics to maintain these
vehicles. The mechanica determine when cars are unfit for
long trips. These vehicles are
used on short tripe around
campus.

The instructors and staff
have 5 sedans and 6 station
wagons at their disposal. To
use a vehicle, an instructor
must have the approval of his
respective department chairman and travel funds must be
available.
The college farm and
business services each have 6
vehicles, security and biology
have 2 each and nursin8 has 1.
Sch ool Relation11 uses 2
vehicles for contacting students

In the time span from March
1971-72, the 11 cars used by the
instructors and staff were
driven 264,931 miles, or an
average of 2,360 miles per
month.
According to Thompson,
"Even though 79 vehicles
seems like a lot, there still
aren't hardly enough to run the
University."

Chomle scheduled Nov. 14
Appearing in concert this
Tuesday, Nov. 14, will be the
nationally acclaimed mixed
choir', the Roger Wagner
Chorale.
T he
concert,
scheduled for 8:15 p.m. in the
MSU Auditorium, is free to
University students upon
presentation of IDs.

Annual choral festival
to be held on Monday
The 25th Annual Quad State will conduct the festival. The
Choral Festival will be held in concert consists of "Sing Unto
the ballroom of the SUB Nov. God" by Paul Fetler, an eight
6.
part unaccompanied conApproximately 325 high temporary composition; "Te
school students and their Deum.. by the Canadian comchoral conductors representing poeer Flor Peeters with organ
85 high schools from, Indiana, accompaniment by Malissa
Illinois, Mi88ouri, Tennessee, Wilkins, an
MSU music
and Kentucky will be on cam- major, and the ''Te Deum" by
pus rehearsing from 9 a.m. to 4 Mozart, accompanied by the
p.m. in preparation for the Murray State University Chamevening concert which will be ber Orchestra.
presented that evening at 7.
The concert is free and open
Profe88or Robert K. Baar to the public.

Celebrating its 25th anniversary, the choir was
organized by composer and
arranger Roger Wagner in
1947. The Chorale is being
brought to campus by the
Murray
Civic
Music
Aaaociation.
Wagner is recopized as an
authority on religious music of
the Medieval and Renaissance
periods; he also arranges
b'aditional Negro spirituals.

The Chorale is considered to
be one of the finest groupe in
the wor ld of muaic. Robert
Baar,

director of Murray

State's Concert Choir and
choruses, called The Roger
Wagner Chorale, "One of the
finellt choral organizations in
the world."
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TUESDAY, NOV. 7
Price Waterhouse, Nashville. Accounting seniors. One
representative from Nuhville and one from Memphis.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 8
U.S. General Accounting Office, Cincinnati, Ohio. Accounting
seniors or business majors with at least six hours in accounting
and at least a B overall average.
Department of Corrections, Frankfort, Ky. Interested
students.
National Life and Accident Insurance Co., Nashville. Interested students.

WKMS-FM programming
from National Public Radio
will begin Tuesday
WKMS-FM Radio, bas been
selected one of seven radio
stations in the nation to be
awarded membership into the
National Public Radio Network
(NPR) this year.
NPR is a non-commercial
network · of more than 135
public radio stations from
Maine to California and Puerto
Rico to Alaska, serving 39
states and Puerto Rico. It is
concerned with serving the individual listener with public af.
fairs and cultural programs on
a network rather than local
level.
WKMS-FM, which operates
with 13,000 watts at 91.3 on the
FM dial, is the only station of
ita kind in this area. It hu a
listening audience of over
950,000 persons within its 75mile radius of Murray.
In mid-August WKMS-FM
wu one of three radio stations
to receive a $15,000 grant from
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, which supports
NPR and is a non-profit, non·
government
corporation
established by Congress in 1967
to promote and help finance

The Kentucky Academy of
Science will hold ita 51st
meeting tomorrow at Morehead
State University. The topic of
the procram will be "Man and
His Environmenl"

Dr. J. T. Muehleman, of the
Murray State department of
peychology will present a paper
entitled "Differential Effecta of
Systematic Desensitization and
Behavioral Rehearsal as a
Function of the Subject's
Behavioral Repertoires.''
Another presentation to be
given by Dan Meyers,
MSU graduate student is entitled "Auessment of assertiveneile; and psychometric Approach.''

Gov~mment

Dr. Alice Koenecke. chairman of the department of home
economics at MSU, Mary

William E. Bartley for Senator,
paid for by ltudeDta for People• Party

l; . .

the development of noncommercial
radio
and
television.
The reception of this grant
has made it possible for
WKMS-FM to begin broadCIUiting 12 hours a day and 365
days per year. It also made it
possible for the station to hire
two full-time personnel: Steve
Ziegler, station manager; and
Jay Landers, program director.
NPR augments ita public affairs programs with researched
commentary to give historical
perspective and show relevance
to important issues. One such
program is NPR's public affairs
series, "All Things Considered." It is a free-forming,
analytical examination of the
day's major events. The 90minute program expands
"hard" news into in-depth in.
vestigations through interviews
with newsmakers, background
and research information,
music,
mao-on-the-street
opinion polls, listener phoneins and diSCUIIIIions with ex·
perta. It also includes special
features and short documentaries u well 88 the day's top
DeWII.,

Psy papers to be presented
at Morehead science meeting

Home Ec. meeting set
Lawson, professor of home
economics, and Lil Gasgow,
aaejatant professor, rti<:ently atteiuied a board meeting ol the

j

The following representatives will be on campus on the dates
shown. Interviews must be arranged through the Placement Office, and you must have your credentials on file. Literature on
m08t of the companies and school aystema is on file in the
Placement Office; interested students should read it before interyiewa.

by the people
can be a reality
Vote for Kentucky,

Kentucky Home Economics
AIIIIOCiation in Lexington.
Dr. Koenecke annou nced
that a meet~g of Region 4 of
the
Vocational
Home
Economics Education Conference will be held in Chat~· in Nov..U..

Placement

Myers said that his paper
was "basically a protresa report
of an approach to aaaess how
people respond in interpersonal situations and is part
of a larger reaea.rcll procram at
the peychology center now underway.''
This research is being conducted in conjunction with Dr.
J.T.
Muehleman
and
MSU graduate studenta Betty
Cook and B.T. Thacker.
At the meeting Dr. Bernard
Segal will present a paper on
"Behavioral Treatment of Test
Anxiety." The paper will be
read by Clarence Weathers,
gradua te student active in the
procram of peychological services at MSU.

HELP WANTED
Part time or full time job.
Saleswoman, for nationally ad·
vertised cosmetics firm. Your
hours and area are yours to
decide, pay by commission. Call
either number collect after 6:00
p.m. Barbara Overby (502) 3628371 or Shirley Yancy (502)
«2-2170.
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VISTA to be here Monday
Jim Crowder, Peace Corp
and Vista recruiter, will be on
campus in lhl• SUB lobby Nov.
6-9 from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. lO talk
with interested seniors from
any field tJf study.
The Peace Corp and Vista
programs encumpass 56 countries and 49 state!l. Crowder
urges seniors to consider these

additional job possibilities.
Students may apply for either
of the volunteer progurns with
no obligation.
Seniors in liberal arts,
agriculture, business, nursing,
and industrial education are
especially needed, according to
Crowder.

IFC to offer scholarship
The Inter-Fraternity Council
will offer a · $100 scholarship

beginning this semester to the
pledge with the highest
gradepoint average for the
semester he pledged, according
to Stanley Guess, secretary.
treasurer of the IFC.
To be eligible for the scholarship, the pledge must be a

member of a pledge class of a
fraternity that is a member of
the Inter-Fraternity Council.
In case ·o f a tie, the pledge
taking the most hours will be
the winner. If the men who tie
have the same number of
hours, the scholarship will be
divided equally, Guess stated.

State DECA meeting set
Three officers from the MSU
chapter of the Distributive
Education Clubs of America
<DECA) will participate in the
Central Region DECA Conference in Louisville today,
tomorrow, and Sunday.
They are: Joanne Roberts of
Murray, sophomore president;
Erma Kendall of Murray,
sophomore vice-president; and
Beverly McKinley of.Belleville,
I II.. sophomore secretarytreasurer.

About 500 student member11
of DECA from collegiate,
junior collegiate and secondary
levels in 13 states are expected
to attend the conference at
Stouffer's Inn. "Bridging the
Gap" will be the theme of the
meeting.
The representatives from
Murray State, which has the
only collegiate chapter of
DECA in Kentucky, will be in·
volved in various events in the
collegiate division during the
three-day session.

Press to be honored Nov. 18
Members of area news media
will be on campus Nov. 18 for
Murray State's third annual
News Media Appreciation Day.
The Appreciation Day will
begin at 9 a.m. and is a project
of the Public Relations Depart.
ment.
The day's activities will
begin with a tour of Murray
State's
printing
press

operation. Following this will
be a tour of the radio-tv
facilities. The news media
members will attend a buffet
luncheon and then be guests of
the University at the MurrayWestern football game.
Committee chairman for this
year's News Media Ap.
preciation Day is Dwain Mcintosh.

Nursing students to meet
The Kentucky Association of
Nursing Students will meet
Wednesday November 8 in
Louisville. Patti Goodman,
MSU nursing major from Benton, and first vice-president of
KANS will preside at the
program.
Susan Davenport, a nursing
major from Flemingsburg, .has
been nominated by District 13
of KANSas "ldealer,'' and will
compete in a state-wide competition for the state title.

The visiting student nurses
have been invited to tour three
hospitals while in Louisville.
They include the Jewish
Hospital, Children's Hospital
and the Veterans Administration Hospital.

FOUR PRINCIPAL SPEAKERS at last
week's American Revolution Bicentennial
Hymposium check in for the first of eight
sessions. They are left to right, Dr. Robert W.
Higgins, associate professor of history at
Murray State; Dr. Thad W. Tate, director of
the Institute of Early American History and

Culture; Susan Hendrickson, Murray senior;
Dr. Jack P. Greene, professor of history at
Johns Hopkin!'! University; Profes..-.or Richard
Ryerson, University of Texas at Austin; and
Father Lee Joseph Bennish, assistant
professor of history at Xavier University.

Study of R evolution

History symposium opens
A panel of four nationallyrecognized historians have set
the stage at MSU for a fouryear study of America's
Revolutionary War period with
the first of eight symposia on
the period scheduled at the
University before the nation's
200th anniversary is observed
during 1977-83.
Participating in the first sym.
poeium Friday and Sa turday
and discussing the origins of
the American Revolution were:
Father Lee Joseph Benniah,
Society of Jesus, Xavier
University, Cincinnati; Dr.
Thad W. Tate, director of the
Inatitute of Early American
History and Culture, Williamsburg, Va.: frof. Richard A.
Ryerson. a member of the
University of Texas faculty at
Austin, and Dr. Jack P. Greene,
professor of history and chair·
man of the department of
History at Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore.
Sponsored by the department
of history at Murray State, the
project has been designed to
help junior high, high school,
community college and collegelevel history teachers prepare
for more meaningful teaching
of the Revolutionary War era
during the bicentennial
celebration.
Friday, Father Benniah, a
native of Chicago, told the
more than 250 teachers and
students of history present that
the birth of the Revolutionary
War era well could have been
with the Stamp Act Congress,
which convened in October,
1765, in New York to protest
against an act passed by the
British Parliament imposing
stamp duties on a wide range of
legal
and
commercial
documents.

HOLD ON TO
VOIJR DIAMONDS!

Dr. Tate, in presenting a
paper on "Virginia: The
Movement
Toward
Revolution" Friday night,
stressed that of all the
questions which might be asked
about the Revolution today, the
most significant is "the racial
question" --whether
the
American Revolution in its
origins and consequences was
primarily a reflection of tension
and
adjustment
within
American society or a political·
constitutional struggle against
British imperial control.
"It is possible that important
social consequences flowered
from the Revolution, though
they did not seem to be responsible for its beginning," be
asserted, "What seems more
important about the nature of
the origins, however, is that independence came and the
revolutionary ideology and the
first steps in creating a new
political framework were all accomplished in a period of uncommon unity."

Ryerson, the Saturday morning speaker, dealt with "The
Men of the Philadelphia Committees 1765-1776,'' or the
political mobilization of the
period, the most important
aspect of which, he said, was
the recruitment of fresh
political leaders when the
established leaders balked at
full revolution.
"The committee movement
succeeded because it recruited
prominent members of Pennsylvania's
several
sub-

cultures,'' he said. "The committees grew to great size
because Qf the need to draw in
so many.
"Had they been smaller,
would every halfway sympathetic Quaker, Anglican and
Presbyterian, every German,
young merchant. and mechanic,
every city ward, rural township
and frontier settlement have
flocked to the colora?" he added.
By 1776, this recruitment
policy had been so succeasful
that the radicals had their
emerging majority for a
revolution, he stated, and by
mid-May, when the radicals
suddenly realized that they
were "revolutionaries," their
majority materialized and in·
dependence quickly followed.
Dr. Greene. a native of
Lafayette, Ind., moderated the
&ymposium, and participated
with the other three speakers in
a roundtable discussion and
commentary Saturday afternoon. Dr. W. Robert Higgins,
an associate professor of
history at Murray State since
1968, was the campus coordinator for the project.
The next symposium, the
speakers for which have not
been announced, has been set
for March 23-24, 1973. at
Murray State when the topic
will be: "1776: Decision for Independence." One will be held
each fall and spring and
dealing with a different aspect
of the era through the fall of
1976.
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McGovern-Huddleston
Democrats.
For the People

. If your r~ngs are worn. you cou_ld be gambling
wtth your dtamonds. Worn settings and worn prongs
are responsible for many lost diamonds every year.
Come in and look over our new selection of wedding
rings. We'll reset your diamonds in a beautiful.
modern setting like this one. You'll safeguard
your diamonds and enjoy a magnificent new ring
at the same t ime. Play it safe-come In soon.
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Cr oss country team wiD run
in OVC championships toDlorrow
Tomorrow morning Murray
State' a croaa country team will
be competing in the Ohio
Valley Conference C1'0I8 country cbampiouahipe at Joluwon
City, Tenn., home of the champions for the pa.t two yean,
Eut Tennomee
Murray baa bad much su~
ceea in the OVC the pallt four
yeara, finiahinl first on two occuiona and aecond twice.
In '69 and '70 the Racers
won the meet for Coach Bill
Cornell with Grea Fullerton
being the top runner.
In '71 Coach Cornell'• team
waa picked to finiah fifth or
sixth. even with Pullarton
ineligible. They a hocked the
other OVC coacbee by pulling
off a aecond place finish. Dennie Sturt and John Bach,
members of thia year' a team,
were freabmen then.
Lut :year Murray waa picbd
to place aecood. That il where
&bey finiabed, de.pite plac:iJal
four men in the top ten and six
in the top 16 iD tbe coat....Dce.
FuUanon. Start aDd Balbach
ran on lut INIOD' a team.

fifth and aixib mall fo• Murray
this eeaaon finiahi.q aixda
qaintt SEMO only 5.6 IICOilda
behind the Bacen' ftfth mall

Norri&
New rwmen thil

INIOD

have plaf$d an importallt pert

with three time .Junior Col1ep
All-American Sam t~ runnina aa the number one man on
the team all I8UOD.
Torree il a tranar.r from
Geneeee Commwdty Collele in
Pin~ Mich. hia hometown. He
ia Murray's beet cbaoce for an
individual champion, but muat
beat fnlhman Nick Role of
Weetem who be hu run IICOild
to three timee tbia aeaeon, and
Eddie Leddy and Neil Cusack
who finiahed 1-2 in Jut year's
ovc cbampicmahip meet.
Rod Harvey, a freshman

ftom MentrOM, 111., 11u been

rllllDiDI ••outata~· thia
,.. aceordinl to g,.da 0«aell. Harvey hae run between

eecond ud fOIIJ'tll IUD this
and ebouJd . . . . . in
the abE-mile race tomorrv.r~
Norril. anotber f!Ww•n, il
tram Evanmu. ud hal bileb
ruamiq behreeo fourth and
ftftb this eeuon. In the 1ut
.....t, Morrie ran
belt 1'MI
prompting CoaCh Cornell to
aey, "I think Randy hu learned to run the first mile of the
race fut and aa a .l'eiUit ia not
out of the race at that point."
Thompeon. I'Wlllinl hia lint
aeaaon ever, il a native of Princeton and etarted runnina only
this ll\liiUIUW. In a few abort
months be ~ become an aaeet
to the team.

u

~

~

Pbci&o ~ at.ve a.le

SAM TORRBS will lead the Murray CI'OI8 country team
tomorrow ill the OVC championships at J ohnaon City, Tenn.
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Thia MUOn, aloq wida

FuUarton. Sturt. and BaU.cb,
the Racen will have Sam
T- - . Rod Harvey. Ruciy
N4lria. ud Stan TbomJIIOil
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Balbach, a graduate of St.
Xavier in Louiaville, wu the
R.,cen' NYeDth man tbe paat
two ,....., runniDg lut year's
OVC meet with an injury. Tbia
IMIOD be ia healthy aad ran
hill belt race of the ,..r 1ut
Saturday in the meet with
ScNtbeu& Mileouri.
Balbach baa ............

SLEEPERS

..
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•vee hill belt race of tbe ,..r
for tbe OVC meet. He hu done
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pardcipadnl in tbe meet.
Pullarton. from E liot Lake,
Oiltario, ia tbe oa1y -.ICII' oa
tbe team. In hia peat three OVC
cbldnpiarwhipa, be baa been~
Racer'• &nt man twice nad
tblil IICCJIMl man oace.
8o far tiUa INIOn Fullarton
baa been I'Wllling between
fourth and I8COild for Murray
and aa Coach Bill Corot11 puta
it, "il tbe type of runner that
it three tiJDe1 for ue."
St u rt i• a jwaior fro•
Matawan, N.J., and a veteraD
of two OVC ....._ Aa a fNIIl.
man be wu lard aDd lut ,._
mcmMI up to lliDitb piMe.
Start wu fourda man two
,..,. qo lor the team and lut
year be wu their third man.
'lbia INIOD be haa been bet,.... third aad fourth man all
...... Lib Fullarton, 8qut
nm1 hil beat race in the OVC
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Heinz Strained

4 1/2

BABY FOOD

8~

oz. jar

Free Running

26 oz. box

12~

MORTON SALT
Kroger

7 cans

$1.00

PORK & BEANS
Kroger

CHUNK TUNA

can

39¢

Campbell
F...Uy Pak

CUBE STEAK

$1.49

lb.

TOMATO SOUP
FOOD •••

eaJl

DOG'

14~

~·r

11~ PI~!!PLE JUICE ·3/$1
COFFEE

Fa•ilY Pak

RIB STEAK

~Crocker

98~

lb.

CAKE MIXES

Whole

APPLESAUCE
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....-
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4 bars
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1
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Red Delicious

KETCHUP

14 oz. bottle
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APPLES
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BEEF STEW
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69(;

3 lb. bag

Kroger

.......~MACARONI DINNER 21 ¢
Clover Valley
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1a oz. can
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According to Coach Lutlaer:

'Les Taylor best 6-3 player'
Luther was referring to Lei~
Taylor, player of the year in the
Ohio Valley Conference last
year and a leading A11-America
candidate this campaign.
Last season. Les served as co·

"Lester is the best 6-3
college basketball player in
A merit-a." So spoke Cal
Luther, basketball coach and
athletic dirt>ctor at Murray
State.

Torres breaks old record,
•
paces cross country Wln
Sam Torres knocked 30.3
seconds off the five-mile course
record at the Murray-Calloway
County Country Club last
Saturday in pacing Murray's
cr088 country team to a 20-37
dual meet victory over
Southeut Missouri.
Coach Bill Cornell said,
"Torres' time wu a very good
one, as were all of our times.
Greg (Fullarton) ran well,
especially the last 880 yards,
Randy (Norris) and John
CBalbach), our fifth and sixth
men, finished ahead of
Southeut's fourth man." He
continued sayins the team has
come along well since fmishlng
fifth at the Owenaboro In·
vitational with 104 pointa,
while Southeast won the meet
with only 52 pointa.
Fullarton's time of 25:16.7
was under the course record
before this season held by All·
America Jim Krejci was picked
as the Racer's outstanding
crou country runner the past
two years.

.uter the meet Krejci, a spec·

tator last Saturday, was the
first person to congratulate
Torres and Fullarton for bettering his old course recrod.
Dennis Sturt, a junior, was
the Racers' third man,
finishing fourth in the meet and
Rod Harvey, a freshman, was
timed in 26:01.3, good enough
for fifth place. Harvey was 16.7
seconds behind Sturt and 23.5
seconds ahead of SEMO's
second runner.
Randy Norris, another freah.
man, croaaed the line in eighth
place with a clocking of 26:58.2
as the Raoen' fifth man.
John Ba lbach, lib Norria,
fmiabed ahead of the visiton'
fourth man, but his time of
27:03.7 wu only 1.3 teeonds
ahead of the Indiane' fourth
man and 2.3 seconds ahead of
their fifth man. Balbach put on
a atrong kick in the last 600
yards to move &om eleventh
place to ninth for an excitins
finiah.

captain (Bill Mancini was the
other co-captain) of Murray's
basketball squad. He scored
538 points for 11 per game
average of 25.6. These points
were accumulated on a 51.8
percentage floor shots and 74 .6
on free throw!>. Taylor might
have compiled more imprei!Bive
statistics except for the fact
that he missed five full games
and the biggest part of two
other games with a broken
hand.
As a sophomore, Lea moved
right into the Racer starting
lineup. He averaged 15.8 points
a game and ~-~ rebounds a contest. Coach Luther called him
the best defensive player as a
sophomore he had seen in 14
years In the Ohio Valley Conference. Taylor was rewarded
for hia efforts with allconference honors and also
received the Ohio Valley Conference's award as it's outstanding sophomore.
Coach Luther comments,
"Les is not only great offensively, but is a tremendous
deferaive player. Tbu ia why he
will go hish in the professional
draft next spring.' •
Taylor played high school
beaketball at Carbondale Community High School at Carbondale, Ill. He was named to
aU-state and all·America prep
team while in htgh school.
Les,
who
majors
in
recreation, exclaims, "I expect
we will have a fine team this
season, but it's really too early
in the year to tell."

A lf. A merieaP
LES TAYWR will be the key to Murray Racer bultetball this
eeason. The Ra081'11 should be favored to win the Ohio Valley
Conference and Taylor ia sure to be tabbed as one of the best in
the nation. The Racers will open their aeason on Nov. 27.

VOTE VOTE VOTE VOT
VOTE VOTE VOTE VOT
VOTE VOTE VOTE VOT

Southside

8 tilllO
prices good through next Tuesdoy

IGA FRUIT
COCKTAIIA
303 eaD
22c

9c
grade

IGA
APPLE SAUCE
16 oz. ean
18e

Miracle Whip

SALAD qt. jar
DRESSING 9c
4
US CHOICE

ROUND .STEAK

A

Family Pack

JIM ADAMS
EGGS
large 39c doz.

FRYERS
97Clb

DUNCAN HINES
CHUCK ROAST CAKE MIX
white

lb

yellow
tletU

39c

25c

ANAS

us choice

59c

FOLGERS
COFFEE
79c
1 lb. can

hos

9cJb
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BANK OF MURRAY
Three convenient locations
to serve rhc uni vcrsity

Main

Downtown Branch

University Branch

The Harmon Football Forecast

24 Hour
Wrecker Service

1-SOUTHERN CAL
2-NEBRASKA
~KLAHOMA

4-ALABAMA
5-MICHIGAN

6-TEXAS
7-L.S.U.
8-U.C.l.A.
t-OHIO STATE
1t-IOWA STATE

11-TENNESSEE
12-NOTRE DAME
13-PENN STATE
1~LO RIDA

1~AUBURN

Saturday, Nov. 4--Major Colle1es

TABERS

Air Force
AlatNtma
Arizona state
Arkansas
Artinllton
Bow1rna Green
Briahem Youna
Cincinnati
Citadel
COipte
Cornell
Dartmouth
Dayton
Delaware
East Carolina
Florida
Fresno State
Furman
Georala Tech
Harvard
Houston
Illinois
Kent State
Lemar

PHONE
753-3134

t~~~~~·

PARKERMCKENNEY
Athletic Supply
" F'OR A LL. YOU R ATHLETIC N EI!05

Mempllls State
Miami, Fla.
Miami (Ohio)
Michipn
Missouri
Nabreska
Norttl Carolina
No. Carolina State
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oklaholml
Oklahoma State

Of'eaon

Just off campus on Chestnut

St.

Pacffle
Penn State
Princeton
Purdue
Rutaers
san Dleco State
san Jose State
South Carolina
Southern Caf
Syracuse
Tampa
Tennessee
Texas
T.C.U.
Taus Tech
Toledo
Tulane
U.C.LA.
Utah
Utah State

~:i~lnaton

West Vlrmnla
William &I Mary
WIICOnsln

Cliffords
Phillips 66
South 12th St. Hwy 641

Your Complete
Service Station
We Honor Most
Credit Cards
And Give
S& H Green Stamps
Free Pickup / Delivery
Phone 753-6916

31
30
45
21
28
22

24
25
21
20
25
21
17
27
20
23
21
25
20
23
24
28
28

21

~~

28
49

22
38

17
38
24
28
28
28
35
20
25

42
34
21
17
23
28
22
31
41
15
45

24
21
22
21
23
16

24

27
24

~

20
36
25

Army
Mississippi Stata
El Paso
Texas A & M
Abilene Christian
Ohio u
Wyomlna
North Texas
Richmond
Lehl&h
Columbia
Yale
Xavier
VIllanova
Chattanoop
Auburn
Lona Beach
V.M.I.
Duke
Pennsylvania
FlOrida State
Northwestern
Marsllall
New Mexleo State

~Jr:.:• 1001

7

14
20
14
22

10
14
23
24
6

6

1

~

Lenoir~hYne

U'linpton
Maryvil le
McNeese
Mlssllllppl Colle..
Morpn State
Murray
P~yterian

Randolph-Mecon
Shepherd
SW TelCIII
TennessM Tech
Texas A .. I
Texas Lutheran
Trinity
Troy
Waslllnaton & Lee
Wast Ll~
Western Kentucky
Wofford

17

22

n

23
30

22

15
34

20
16
30
28
21
28
14

n

28
21
14

22
24
28
15
35
22
1A
18
23

24

He'*'-t

Concont

Towson
samford
Wlnston-sarem
Nicholls State
Millsaps
NW Louisiana
State Col la. . Art!.
Howard
Austl n "-IY
Gardner·Webb
Brid,.watar
Salem
Howard Payne
Eastern Kentucky
sam Houston
Bishop
McMuny

Doane
Drab

0

Wooster

7
7

n

1A
:10
:10
22

u

o
7
6
7

o

U

7
7

10

6
6
13
14
16
13

1A

6
u.r.M.B.
10
South-stern, Tenn. 6
Fairmont
7
Middle Tennes...
1A
Catawba
7

25
24
27
21
27
17
28
27
20
20
14
21

26
14
22

31
24

35
24
22

33
14
20
28
49
38
25

15

Drexel
6
Kinas Point
14
Tufts
7
Northeestem
20
Southam Connecticut 10
Ithaca
13
American lntern'al
6
Shippansbura
15
Susquehanna
14
COrtland
17
Fordham
7
Colby
14
Swarthmore
•
7
Western Maryland
13
Gattysbura
20
Buctinell
6
Norwich
6
Trenton
o
Rhode Island
22
Rochester
21
Lock Haven
7
Ly~omlna
6
Mame
16
Spri n2fleld
13
Mansfield
o
Muhlenbera
7
Union
14
R.P.I.
14

University
Book Store
See Our
New Gift Shop

Other Games-Midwest
Aleron
Baldwin-Wallace
Ball State
Central Methodist
Central Michipn
Central Oklalloma
Colorado Colle..
DePauw

6

~=ms::.ssllllppl ~

HE Loulalana
OUIIchlta
MoreMed
SUI Roq
Newberry

Albriaht
Alfred ·
Amherst
••Boston U
Brldpport.
C W Post
Central Connecticut
Clarion
Delaware Valley
Edinboro
Gf!Qf'letown, o.c.
Hobart
Johns Hopkins
Juniata
lAfayette
MaSMchusett&
Middlebury
Montclair
New Hampshire
St. lawrence
Slippery Rock
Upsala
Vermont
Waane.r
West Chester
Widener
Williams
Won:ester Tech

E. Central Oklahoma
Eastern Mlchipn
Evansville
Findlay
Franklin
Gracaland
Gustavus
Hamllne
Hanover
Heldelbera
Hlllldale
Hope
Kalamazoo
Uncoln
Midland
Millikin
Milwaukee
Missouri Southam
MusklniUm
Nebraska Wesleyan
North Dakota U
NE Missouri
Northland
Northwood
Of'llo Nofthem
Pw\1
SE Ml.-ut •
sw Oklahoma
~tern. Kan.
Washburn
Washlncton, Mo.

Other Games-Soutfl and Southwest
Atk.-Montlcello
Altlansas state
Artca- Tech
Eat Ten East T8ltel
Don
Glenville
Hampden-Sydney
Jackaonvilla

~ I SSOURI

Other Games-East
8
7
7
1S
21
13
20
13
20
16
17
17
14

Wichita
u
Navada (Les Veps) o
Western Mlci'Npn
16
Indiana
7
Kansas state
7
Col~
12
Clemson
21
Vil'llnla
7
Navy
10
Minnesota
7
Iowa State
12
Kansas
8
California
20
Los ....,.....
0
Maryland
13
Brown
13
Michlpn Stata
15
Connecticut
6
West Texas
17
New Mexico
20
Wake Forett
u
Washlnaton State
13
Boston Colle.,.
14
Florida A & M
6
Georala
14
S.M.O.
14
Baylor
21
Rice
10
Northam 1111no11
21
Kentucky
14
Stanford
17
Arizona
13
Idaho
o
Plttsbur&h
Davidson
rowa

16-TEXAS TECH
17-COLORADO
11--STANFORD
19--GEORGIA TECH

William

~~

Younptown

20

31
21

20

28
24
42

u

56
28

n

31
17
1S
35
14
21
28
14
24
20
13
20
20

24

42
21
42
23

22
27
21

11

17
21

Indiana State
Mount Union
Western Illinois
correae of Emporia
Illinois State
SE Oklahoma
Kansas Westepn
Indiana Cantral
Martin Luther
Southam Illinois
Lenpton
St. NOtbert
St. Joseph's
Taylor
GeOraetown
Missouri Valley
St. Thom11
Macalester
Anderson
Wittenbera
Northern Michlpn
Adrian
Albion
Central Missouri
Hastlnp
North Cantral
Wayne, Mich.
Missouri Western
Ohio Wesleyan
Austin
Mankato
SW Missouri
Bat"-!, Minn.
Bluffton
Defiance

23
10
U

Culvet'..Stockton
NW Mluourf
NW Oklahoma
Betf\any, Ken.

22
21
ll
25
l5

Rolla
Baker
Capital
Central Steta

19

Pltbbura

17
I
7
6

14
20

u

13
0
10
20
0
14
13
7
10
14
7
13

23
16
9
14
10

u

o

15
1

STARKS
Hardware

21
13
7
7
1A

rr=<J ~ FIRST

17
14

IN F ORMALWE AR

I

15

~CL . \SS

I
12

•

6

0

21
6

Other Games-far West
Cantral Washlnaton
Colonldo w..tem
Oevls
Eastern Wa$hlnaton
Fullerton
Hawaii
Hayward
Louisiana -:-..ch
.Nevada (Reno)
Northern Colorado

oreaon con...

Pacific Lutheran
Puaet Sound
Redlands
san Fernando
SIN Louisiana
U.S.I.U.
Whittier

21
28
17
U
14
24

21
35
23
20
14
21
21
20
21
28
22

25

'Nhltworth
ColoradO Mines
sacramento
Eastern Orqon
Riverside
Grambllnl
San Francisco State
Northam Arizona
Chico
Eastern N- Mexico
Western Weshln~on
Lewis & Clartl
Simon Fraser
Pomona
car Poly (Pomona)
Santa Clara
Cal Lutheran
Claremont

17
0

7

10
7
23
20

o
7

10
6

7
13

College
Shop

o
6

7
21
15

After Six

RACERS

RYAN MILK COMPANY

Murray State New•
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Murray upsets Eastern;
defe~e

key to v~ctory

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sports Writer

For get the Green Bay
bunch... the Racer pack is back.

and goal on the EKU five.
Greenfield could only manage
28 yards in five attempts in the
drive. Dennis Meyers' kick
made it 7-3 Murray State as
the Racer defense clamped
down.

Robbed last Saturday of its
most effective offensive
weapons, the forwa rd pass and
the ground game, Murray State
unleashed a throttling defense
enroute to a 7-3 OVC win over
host Eastern Kentucky University.

Hobbie was shaken up on the
Crump pass play, the only completion he made in six attempts, and replaced by
soph omore Tom Pandolfi,
playing in his first contest
followjng the early season injury.

The win was the second
straight for Coach Bill Furgerson's squad although it gave
few of the 20,500 Eastern
Homecoming fans something to
cheer about.

Following the second half
kickoff, MSU tried to add to its
margin but a field goal attempt
by Chuck Cantrell from the 43
yard line sailed wide.

It was a classic d efensive
struggle.

The Colonels cracked the
scoreboard first, taking the
opening kickoff and two major
penalties to the MSU 23 yard
line. Faced with a third down
situation, Eastern's James
DeFranko booted 33 yard a
field goal for a 3-0 Colonel
lead.
One of the game' s crippling
injuries occurred on the
previous· scoring drive as Racer
defensive
captain
and
linebacker Bill Fryer sustained
a broken leg during the first
minute of play.
Murray rebounded in the
second canto with the game' s
only touchdown by marching 61
yards before George Greenfield
scored from the one.
The powerdriving senior,
who is the OVC's leading
rusher with 118 yards per
game, was the target for every
defensive Colonel in Richmond
His off-tackle score from the
one followed a 32 yard Mike
Hobbie completion to Scotty
Crump, giving the Racers first

Faced with third d own and
eight to go, Eastern, minutes
later, fou nd it couldn't get its
offense either as Racer defensive back Larry Brock intercepted a Colonel pass in the
end zone for a touchback.
With seconds remaining,
Murray recorded its only first
down on the last half when
Pandolfi scampered 32 yards
on a keeper play around righ(
end. That drive ended when
Cantrell missed on an attempted 34 yard field goal.
The Racers finished with 10
first downs and 187 total offensive vards: 157 rushinlt and
30 from the airwaves. Eastern
recorded a 186 total with seven
first d owns from 141 rushing
and 45 passing yards.
Freshman fullback Bob Marshall was MSU' s leading
ground gainer with 53 yards in
six carries. Greenfield managed
only 32 yards in 17 attempts as
he was frequently smothered by
the Eastern defenders.

Photo by Ray Bowman

MIKE H OBBIE arches a long pass downfield
as fullback Bob Marshall gets set to apply a
block to an onrushing Eastern Kentucky end.
yards per carry a nd 106 per
game. Greenfield is only 335
yards short of M urray State' s
single season rushing mark of
1,078 held since last season by
sideliner starter Rick Fisher.
Murray takes its 2•3 ovc
and 3-4 overall slate to battle
Austin Peay's Governors at
Clarksville, Tenn., tommorow
in the Thoroughbreds final
road game of the season.
MURRAY
STATE 0 7 0 0--7
Eastern Kentucky
3 0 0 0--3

MSU's Hagarty
gets top honor
f or OVC play
For the :;econd straight week,
one of Murray's playen; has
been named tn the OVC's
players of the week category.

The ace MSU tailbackLast W('ck George Grt>enfield
fullback now has 743 total
garnered
top offensive honors,
yards in 181 carries for seven
games. That is an aveage of 4.0 and this week defensive back
Pat Hagarty was chosen as lhe
conference' s top defensive
player.
Hagarty, a 5-9, 175 pound
senior from Annand ale, Va.,
cut off Eastern Kentucky's running game with seven tackles
and three assists in Murray's 73 win. He also batted down
three passes and returned five
punts for 35 yards.
T he offensive star of the
week was East Tennessee quarterback Alan Chadwick, who is
also the new total offense
leader in the conference.
Chadwick, a junior signalcaller , bad a total offense of
223 yar ds Saturday in East's
35-34 loss to Appalachian State
a t Boone, N.C. He hit on 18 of
29 passes for 208 yards and
three touchdowns and gained
15 more yards running the ball,
including a five ya rd touchdown scamper.
Photo by ltay Bowman

BOB MARSHALL races downfield after taking a hand off from
the Murray quarterback. The big freshman back was the
leading ruaber for the day for the Racen, as he picked up 53
yards in only six carries for a n amazing 9 yards per carry in the

pme.

Nov. 3, 1972

The OVC's commissioners of·
fice in Nas hville also a nnou nced t hat Larry Brock a nd
Bill Farrell were other MSU
players cited for their outstanding play.

Hobbie only completed one pass, to end Scotty
Crump, but it set up the winning touchdown,
in Murray's 7-3 win at Richmond. '

------------------------------------

Our foes

• • •
Tennessee Tech holdS
slim lead over Western
Western Kentucky University
defeated Morehead 35-6 in the
only other conference game
be!iides Murray's upset of
Eastern Kentucky last Saturday.

the end zone, and bad to turn
the ball over on both occasions.
In Boone, North Carolina,
East. Tennessee almost won
over Appalachian State in a 3534 thriller.

The other four OVC teams
were inv o lved in nonAt Morehead, Western used
conference action, as Tennessee its ground crew almost at will
Tech downed UT ChatLanooga as the Hillloppers gained 320
24-8, Austin Peay tripped yards on the ground t o
Arkans as-Monticello
17-6, Moreb~ad' s 6fi.
Middle Tennessee bowed to
Quarterback Leo Pecken Ball State 24-0, and East Tennessee lost to Appalachian paugh, wearing high-topped
shoes to help protect an injured
State 35-34.
ankle, direcwd the Western attack,
as , h"' completed eight of
Looking first at the nonconference action, Tech let its 15 passes for 9H yards and one
defense help out in the scoring touchdown. and rushed ten
as the defenders scored one limes for oa yards.
touchdown and intercepted five
UTC 34 passes.
Western scored 21 _points
before halftime and added an
Tech' s points came on a additional 14 more in the last
recovery of a fumble in the end quarter.
zone for a touchdown, two runs
Western scored 21 points
of one yard each, a nd a field
before halftime and added an
goal by Butch Gentry.
Tech rolled up 274 yards add itional 14 more in the last
total offense to the Mocassin' s quarter.
199.
The 'Topper defense held
Austin Peay piled up 379 Morehead's Dave Schaetzke to
yards total offense in scoring its only 81 yards passing as he
second win of the season over completed only seven of 16
Arkansas-Monticello
at aerials. T he 35-6 margin was
the worst defeat Morehead had
Clarksville.
undertaken in 13 years.
Quarterback Rick Christopel,
Here' s the way the conseeing action for the first time
this season after coming back ference race lines up with only
from a shoulder separation, three games left for most of t he
rushed for 63 yards and passed OVC teams:
for an a dditiona l 121, as the
Govs won before a measly
crowd of 2,000.
Conference Games
Tennessee Tech
Running back Paul Cooley
scored twice for the Govs, one Western Kent ucky
of them coming on a recovery of
Middle Tennessee
a fumble in the end zone.
Morehead
Middle Tennessee ama ssed
318 yards total offense a gainst Eastern Kentucky
Ball Sta te in Muncie, Ind., but
failed to score. T he Blue Murray
Raiders got to Ball State's ten East T ennessee
yard line twice in the game, but
did not have the power to find Austin Peay

4-0-0
4-1-0
2-1-1

2-2-1
2-3-0
2-3-0
1-3-0
0-4-0

